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Views of History around the Four Corners

Will Evans’s life as a trader spanned some of the monumental events in
Navajo history. For more than fifty years, he shared an insider’s perspective with the Navajo people as these events unfolded. He also recorded the
reminiscences of elders whose experience hearkened back to the early
to mid-1800s. Up-front and personal, these stories, even though filtered
through Evans’s eyes, are an invaluable source to the Navajo past.
Take, for instance, the events leading to, comprising, and following
the Long Walk period. This episode is one of the most traumatic and important mileposts for the People. It has been heavily studied by scholars
and almost mythologized by the Navajos. The further one is removed from
the time and events, the easier it is to generalize and offer facile explanations. Evans provides eyewitness accounts by men who were there. They
point out that raiding by the Navajos was, at least in part, a reason for
the devastating “Fearing Time,” when surrounding tribes and the United
States military wreaked havoc on them. The mistreatment of those who
went to Fort Sumner is also addressed.
For those who want to believe in the ease of life before the white man
became prevalent, there are some points to consider. Food was scarce;
danger from competing tribes and the constant pressure to survive provided challenges. Agapito and Yellow Horse testify that perhaps “the good
old days” may not have been that good.
Evans also provides a wealth of information concerning the establishment and ownership of trading posts in the Four Corners area. His
anecdotal information gives a feeling for the hardships and bright spots
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of this life and what it meant to the Navajos. Traders were instrumental
in improving local economies. From introducing new strains of sheep to
marketing a finished blanket, these men and women fostered craft development and offered products that dramatically changed a way of life.
The Navajos willingly embraced a good part of this change or else the
posts never would have had their characteristic appeal. This symbiotic
relationship prodded and enticed the People into the market economy of
the twentieth century.
Still, conflicts arose between customer and trader, which Evans duly
notes. Nothing provides a better symbol of the tension that accompanied
change than the episode at Beautiful Mountain. With strong personalities
like Agent William T. Shelton, Bizhóshí, and Little Singer, something like
this was bound to happen and not just there. The Tol Zhin (Tó Łizhini)
Affair (1905) in Arizona and the Ba’illi incident (1907) at Aneth, Utah,
provide two other examples where challenges to traditional practices and
conflicts over the authority of government agents erupted into armed resistance. Evans’s contribution is one of a local perspective that emphasizes the role of the trader in quelling the discontent. Absent or barely
mentioned in official reports, these men provided a peaceful link between
warring factions and probably saved lives on both sides.
Loss of livestock in the 1930s was one of a number of culminating
events in the transition of the Navajo from traditional ways into midcentury American culture. Second only to the Long Walk period, Livestock Reduction is still a hated symbol of government intervention and insensitivity. By reducing sheep, goats, cattle, and horses as much as 50 percent, in
some instances, the dominant society redirected Navajo lifestyle forever.
While Evans discusses some of these events, he is surprisingly kind to the
government programs and Commissioner of Indian Affairs, John Collier,
who is blamed by the Navajos as its evil architect. Considering the impact
of Livestock Reduction on the posts, the entire episode is treated mildly.
Of all of Evans’s writings, his recording of events is probably the most
significant. As a participant or willing listener, he provides an unparalleled
view on a local level that will benefit generations to come. Observant and
interested, Evans offers rich detail found in few other traders’ accounts.

Agapito Remembers the Old Days
On a long, low, arid ridge near the south bank of the dry Escavada Wash,
there stands a small, male-Navajo hogan. The humble home is about
seventy-five miles south of Farmington and a few miles east of the ancient
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ruins of Pueblo Bonito in Chaco Canyon. The structure is surrounded by
a dry country of rolling hills and waterless arroyos. Desolation encompasses the region from horizon to horizon no matter the direction one
travels in the penetrating waves of summer heat.
The hogan is the home of a toothless old Navajo man, who is nearsighted and well-nigh deaf. With him live his aged wife and two grandchildren, a boy and girl, who assist in tending his pitifully undernourished
sheep and goats.
Thousands of acres of soil bore lush grass when the rains came and
the snow fell deep; abundant clumps of brush sustained the animals when
rain did not come plentifully. That was in the old days. Though the Navajos are great lovers of home, family ties, and their native soil, today the
rich grass no longer grows. A vital cycle has been broken, and the dead
and dying grass seems beyond resurrection from the parched earth.
Water for the family’s needs is obtained by scraping a shallow hole
in the bed of the wash near the bank, into which an old rusty tub, its
bottom beaten out, has been placed to prevent caving. A battered metal
pail fastened to a short rope draws the water. Two other battered tubs lie
near the primitive well, providing water for the sheep, goats, and bony,
sore-backed horses. When water for washing is needed, these old horses
pull a battered wagon with a 50-gallon wooden barrel. It takes time to fill
the barrel when the tub is empty because the water has to seep into the
“well.”
Inside the hogan, the beds—sheepskins which are rolled up during
the day and laid down at night—are spread on the earthen floor. Cooking
utensils consist of a cast-iron frying pan, enameled coffee pot and cups, a
few plates, and silverware. Meals are cooked over a central pit, the smoke
from the fire rising through a hole in the roof. The room has no partitions; the open space serves as kitchen, dining room, bedroom, weaving
and sewing room. Usually there is very little to eat. Bread and coffee are
staples with an occasional sheep sacrificed for food, hide, or a bedroll.
Leanness is the rule, and want is everywhere. The people hope for a better way of life.
Each day, the old patriarch, Agapito, calls his grandchildren, then
helps them drive the grazing sheep and goats to water. The animals
browse along the banks of the dry wash, where underground moisture
beneath a fine cover of windblown sand has forced green buds to appear
on small clumps of greasewood. This plant cannot be called handsome,
but in this sea of sand and desolation it seems lovely. The small animals
nibble the tender shoots and obtain a degree of sustenance. What the frail

Agapito and his family outside their hogan.

Agapito at Escavada Wash in 1951, when Evans and friend John Arrington interviewed him. Photo by Will Evans.
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horses live on is a mystery; their jutting bones testify of a life-and-death
existence.
The struggle is not an isolated case in the drought-stricken wastes of
Navajo land. Efforts are continually made by government and tribal workers to develop sources of water, but this work needs to increase.
John Arrington, from Farmington, and I visited the Escavada camp
on July 7, 1951. We sought Agapito who, we had heard, was probably the
sole survivor on the reservation of the eight thousand or more Navajos
rounded up by Kit Carson and his troops, then marched to Fort Sumner
in 1864 for four years of incarceration.
The roundup and exile occurred because the Navajos were making
frequent raids upon white and Mexican settlements, robbing and kidnapping individuals, and destroying property.1 Complaints poured in to
Washington; so Carson, after being commissioned, exerted disciplinary
action upon the tribe.
Agapito was born on the Escavada Wash and had lived there continuously except for the Fort Sumner period. He was three years old when
he made the trek and seven when he returned. Although he has little
memory of the experiences of that arduous period, his recollection of
stories related by family elders is keen.
We found Agapito and his small granddaughter herding sheep across
the arroyo from his makeshift well. The boy was drawing water for the
famished horses, when his grandmother sent him to tell the old man that
visitors had come to see him. Agapito, with crude staff in hand, hobbled
across the sandy wastes towards us. His niece by marriage, Ella Cly, was
with us and served as interpreter when difficult phrases had to be shouted in his ear. Ella—very intelligent, pleasant, and obliging, and a former
school girl—lives about five miles from her uncle.
After he extended his hand to the visitors and his niece in a very
gentle clasp, he asked what we wanted. Before answering, we moved into
the shade of a six-foot-high bank with a clump of greasewood growing
above. There the four of us sat or squatted, sheltered from the blistering
sun. Once seated, Ella answered the old fellow’s question, carefully telling
him that we were there to listen to his story about the Fort Sumner days.
We also wished to look over the land to see if there was sufficient water
underground to provide a better water supply for his family. John Arrington was a trader in this area years ago and was convinced that there
was plenty of water below the ground’s surface. We would do all we could
to inform the proper authority.
Agapito’s eyes lighted up as he quietly listened, filled with hope. Once
he launched into his story, however, his words and phrases came in such
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abundance that Ella frequently had to restrain him while we made notes.
His parents and their peers had told him, as a young man, of their experiences at Fort Sumner. Every family received a small ration of corn and
flour, each of which would probably fill a one-pound coffee can. Sometimes
there was meat, a small chunk of sowbelly, and perhaps a few beans. This
was the ration for one day. Navajo clans and families were usually large
so this food did not go far, and it was customary to eat only two meals a
day. “Just enough,” said Agapito, “to keep them alive.” The small amount
of coffee given them was in bean form, so they roasted it in a skillet, then
ground it on a metate used for corn.
The people received a little seed corn at planting time, “Very little,”
said Agapito, but the scant crop of roasting ears tasted sweet when they
were ripe, satisfying, for a while, the Navajos’ craving for green food. A
ration of buffalo meat sometimes eased their desire for meat.
The soldiers allowed the Navajos to keep what few rifles and bows and
arrows they owned. Occasionally, Navajo hunting parties drifted over the
Texas border into Comanche territory where bison were plentiful. Once
they killed a buffalo, they brought back every edible part and the heavy
skin to tan in camp; I knew one or two individuals who owned buffalo
hides which came from Fort Sumner. The flesh of a buffalo meant that
the clan members who formed the hunting party and their families, who
camped in separate groups, would feast for a while.
When Navajos went afield to hunt buffalo, they sometimes met Comanche war parties determined to keep Navajos away from their herds.
Battles became inevitable. Agapito recalled one hunting party that encountered Comanches; and after a protracted battle, the Navajos fell back,
having had a pair of youthful twins killed. There was great mourning over
them, because twins are a rarity and loved by the Navajos.
The exile at Fort Sumner was marked by mourning on every side.
Smallpox laid its spotted hand upon the people, with so many dying that
the living could not bury the dead fast enough. Some were thrown into
unused ditches or arroyos and buried in mass graves.
Once the pestilence finished, the survivors felt time hanging heavily
over them. They began to chafe and cry aloud the names of localities they
called home, then tearfully begged their captors to let them go. I asked
Agapito and others I knew if any escaped from the camps and made their
way back to their homeland. I did not find any survivors who recalled this.
At long last the government and Navajos signed the Treaty of 1868.2
The tribesmen symbolically laid down their arms, signifying they would
not take them up against the government and “Wááshindoon.” Agapito’s
family returned to the Escavada, where he has been ever since. The re-
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turn trip was by way of Fort Defiance, Arizona, where the government
gave each Navajo two sheep. A few plows, harrows, horse-drawn scrapers,
grubbing hoes, shovels, and axes were also issued to people from each
locality. Then the families departed to where they formerly lived.
We asked Agapito if there were any white people in the area. He replied that there were none except at Forts Wingate and Defiance. “How
did the Navajos manage to survive on just two sheep for each individual?”
He replied that during the years preceding this time, and also within his
own memory, great herds of deer and antelope roamed through the Four
Corners region, especially in the San Juan and Animas River valleys. Even
bighorn sheep were occasionally seen on the Hogback.
Those were the days of venison and antelope steaks, and although
there were no firearms, snares captured these fleet-footed animals. The
people made these traps of yucca fiber cord, then killed the deer with arrows or clubs, cutting the animal’s throat with an obsidian knife. A genuine feast followed the snaring and killing of a deer. The Navajos also used
the blood from the animals. Deer and antelope were so actively hunted
that they eventually disappeared. Agapito said that throughout his homeland, grass grew stirrup-high to a horse. Plentiful brush retained snow and
rain, and there were only a few deep arroyos. The people lived on the fat
of the land until their flocks multiplied.
In the past, when Manuelito was a leader, Navajos warred against
Apaches.3 One day a government representative from Fort Defiance called
a meeting with Manuelito and his Navajos. The official asked them to take
up arms against the renegade Apaches. Agapito quoted Manuelito: “You
surely know that we laid down our arms, our guns and bows and arrows
at Fort Sumner before we came back home and promised never to take
them up again in war?” The government man replied, “Will you not take
them up for the sake of the government and benefit of the settlers? The
Apaches are killing too many settlers; when they rush back to their hideouts in the mountains, we need good trackers to find them.”
Navajos are some of the best trackers in the world. I have heard it
said that they can track a deer and strangle it. Some people believe that a
Navajo could identify most of his acquaintances by their footprints. This
is generally true in the case of family members and of his horses.
Finally Manuelito agreed. A group of young Navajos set out for northcentral Arizona under his direction. In due time, they came close to the
hostiles. When they reached the area of the Apache hideout in the timbered foothills, Manuelito told his men to tie their horses and seek the
Apaches on foot. They spread out, kept in close touch, eventually surprised
the Apaches, and captured their leaders. The Navajos killed some and took
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others prisoner, tying their hands with rope, then walking them down the
mountain to be turned over to the Army. Agapito had suffered loss of memory, so he could not recall the names of the captors or captives.
He did, however, tell us that the representative of the government
promised them an extension of the reservation lands in return for their
assistance against the Apache. This extension was to cover a considerable amount of land including the Escavada and Pueblo Bonito area. The
promise was never kept, like many other agreements made by “Wááshindoon.” Some allotments of land have been made to individual families
on the eastern edge of the Navajo country; however, these are not worth
much without additional water resource development.

Yellow Horse and the Long Walk
Yellow Horse was a man of great power amongst his people for many years.
When he was approximately ninety years old, bent and infirm, he could
still hitch his ponies to his rickety old government-issue wagon received
at Fort Defiance and drive in to the Shiprock Agency. He was a frequently
honored visitor to my trading post and always carried an old butcher
knife in a scabbard of rawhide looped to his belt. This old man had graying shoulder-length hair, bound about his brow by a rolled kerchief. His
laugh was gruff but ready.
In his youth Yellow Horse was a warrior by inclination, a hunter by
necessity. In his later years he was a herald of peace between his tribe and
the whites. One day, during one of our frequent conversations, I asked
him if he considered the coming of white settlers a calamity or a benefit
to his people.
In his rough but kindly voice he replied: “There is no argument, no
use in asking that but let me tell you what I think. In the old days we knew
nothing about comfort and luxury. Our food was wild animals caught in a
snare or trap or shot with a bow and arrow. We ate corn cakes when rain
and snow came to the land and our crops did not fail.
“When I say that we snared larger game animals, I mean that we
could not kill them with our pointed arrows. We set snares with cords
made from yucca fiber. When the animals did not break away, we cut
their throats with knives chipped and ground from obsidian. I inherited
my obsidian knife through my father from his father. We always had a
basin made of burned clay to catch the animal’s blood, which was an
important food used in many ways. We skinned the animals for badly
needed clothing, bags, and other items.

Yellow Horse at William Meadows’s Trading Post, northwestern New Mexico, early
1900s. Meadows commented on Yellow Horse’s wealth and his strong character,
derived from an adventurous life. Courtesy of Museum of Northern Arizona Photo
Archives, Earle R. Forrest Images (MS 43, Neg. #521).
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Navajos at the Shiprock Agency, 1910. This photo was taken at the east end of the
agency where the carpenter-blacksmith shop was located.

“We really feasted when we killed a deer or antelope. In those days
many antelope and deer roamed hills and flats of the San Juan Valley
where there was plenty of feed. The grass and high brush held the rain
around the roots, and there were few deep arroyos like there are now.
Though game was plentiful, snaring the animals was very difficult, and we
went hungry for long periods of time. Between the killing of large animals,
we survived on rabbits shot with arrows.
“We had no furs to furnish winter warmth, because tradition told us
not to slay coyotes, wolves, or bears.4 We did not know what shoes were,
so we either went barefoot or in moccasins. Most of the tanned animal
skins went for leggings, which we used in our ceremonies and wore with
moccasins. We had very few buffalo robes and were told that buffalo did
not live on the sunset side of the Rio Grande. Few of us ever reached the
river’s sunrise side, so we did not hunt this animal, which would have
been useful as food and shelter.
“Sometimes we outfoxed a few prairie dogs when they were away
from their burrows or drowned them in their holes by turning torrents of
water into them when it rained heavily. If their burrows were close to wa-
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ter, we carried enough in vessels to pour down their holes, forcing them
out so we could club them. This was always a lot of work. Think about it:
a bunch of youngsters running to the hole and pouring water down it then
dashing back for more water. We whooped and yelled as we ran and yelled
even louder when they came out and we clubbed them. The older people
kept a fire burning nearby so that when the coals were glowing and ashes
all around, we stuck the animals in to roast until done. We put them into
the coals whole so the meat was very tender, juicy, and nutritious. Very
little went to waste.
“Our ancestors taught how to turn water from the streams running off
the mountains onto patches of land where corn, squash, and beans were
planted. We relished melons for their sweetness. We had no implements
of iron, so our ditches were small and the land was not deeply worked;
we used bare hands and pointed sticks to dig and turn the soil. When
we planted our crops, we loosened the dirt with these wooden tools and
dropped the seeds into the small pockets of earth.
“When the ears of corn were ready for roasting, we feasted, danced,
and chanted our prayers of gratitude. With toil and skinned fingers we
dug a deep, round pit into which we built a roaring fire of juniper wood.
Once this had burned down and only ash remained, we placed the unhusked ears into the pit, covered it with a slab of sandstone, and let the
corn rest in the radiant heat until tender and delicious.
“Then, loading the rest of the harvest into our deerskin bags, we carried it to our hogans, where we husked the corn, stripped off the kernels,
ground them into paste on our metates, then added a little charcoal to
give it a blue-black color. Once we had this paste, we mixed in water, creating a thick batter that we spread onto a heated, smooth stone slab. The
warmed rock toasted the mixture, making a sweet thin, papery bread,
which we rolled up and hungrily ate. Some corn kernels were dried in the
sun, parched on a cooking stone, then carried in a deerskin pouch. This
was nourishing food to sustain us during a hunt.
“We also harvested pinyon nuts [Pinus edulis], which we ground,
shell and all, to a fine paste before baking it into a sweet, nourishing rich
bread. We were careful not to eat too much because it was very strong
food and could make us ill.
“At this time we did not have fruit such as apples and peaches unless we obtained some from the Hopi. Usually we had to be content with
what we had. There were wild raspberries and strawberries growing on
the mountainsides, but we ate few of them because we would have eaten
the food of our brother, Bear. The little reddish-orange berry called squaw
berry was plentiful everywhere and made a good food. The berries were
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Old style Navajo Hogan.

dried, ground into a flour, cooked in water until they became a paste, then
spread on corn bread like white people use butter and jam.
“We knew nothing of coffee, but for tea we used the stems of a shrub
which is plentiful in Navajo country. This served as a drink and medicine.5
We had no sugar, with only an occasional beehive loaded with honey as
our sweetener. Salt was very hard to find, so used sparingly. A salt lake was
a long distance to the south, and it was difficult to transport the salt.6
“We knew nothing of matches and were glad to get them when the
white settlers came to our country. The old way of making fire was by
striking two pieces of flint together, setting fire to a small bundle of tinder
made from the fine inner bark of either the juniper or cottonwood. We
also rolled a round stick, sharpened on one end, between our hands. The
point was placed into a hole in a slab of soft wood and, when twirled long
and hard, created a spark that lighted the tinder. This was hard work.
“We made our beds from thick heaps of cedar bark. Sometimes we had
only a well-worn deer or antelope skin between us and the hard ground,
but we had warm hogans of wood and mud, without which we would have
suffered greatly during the cold winter months. For cooking utensils we
either traded or stole pots when we raided the pueblo settlements. Only a
few of our women knew how to make crude cooking pots.
“A great change has come about since those early days. We saddle
our horses with strong leather saddles, guide them with leather reins and
iron bits, and ride in comfort. Wagons and cars allow us to travel away
from home to buy what we need, to sell or trade our products for things
the white man has brought to us. In the heart of the reservation we can
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Hastiin Deshnod and family driving wagon away from the Shiprock Trading Post,
1942. Photo by Richard P. Evans.

get salt, flour, and matches, all the things we went without or worked
so hard for when I was a young man. We are shown how to build better
homes and plant better farms. Your question is useless; we all know we
are better off.”
Yellow Horse was a native of the Four Corners region. He was born
near Table Mesa in the early 1840s and always lived near his birthplace.
From the heights above his hogan he could see the mountain ranges of his
homeland: San Juan, LaPlata, Sleeping Ute, Abajos, and in his backyard,
the Chuska range. He often rode his cayuse into their foothills but called
Table Mesa home. He desired no more than this panoply of mountains;
what lay beyond was of no interest.
He often gazed into the heavens, skies, and at the stars he had known
from boyhood. The great arch of blue was the ceiling of a hogan and held a
pathway for the sun, moon, or stars that journeyed over trails at their appointed times. He noted the short trips of the Sun in winter months and
his longer trip in the summer. The Sun simply walked a shorter trail when
it was cold, a longer one when weather permitted. Yellow Horse knew the
names of the greater stars of the night, committing them to memory. He
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also knew when each would be prominent in the summer or winter, how
the Big Dipper led him to the North Star, and the creation story about the
formation of the sun, moon, and stars.
Until the great march to Fort Sumner, he never knew what lay beyond the four sacred mountains. As a lusty young warrior, he was fond of
raiding other tribes. The elders remonstrated against this, but their words
had little force, since they too were raiders in their youth.
One day Yellow Horse and his friends crossed the San Juan River and
rode to Mancos Creek, the traditional boundary between Utes and Navajos.7 A band of Utes was camped on the creek, but most of the warriors
were away hunting in the Gallina Mountains, southeast of Mancos Creek
near present-day Cuba, New Mexico. The raiders had easy pickings, killing a number of Utes, including women, and driving off their horses in
retaliation for raids and horse stealing against them.
A Ute runner went after the hunters, who returned in a hurry. Their
route took them through what is now Farmington, across the Meadows
north of Waterflow, skirting Mesa Verde, to Mancos Creek. They quickly
organized a small army and started on the trail of the Navajos who had
killed their people.
Learning that the Utes were in pursuit, the Navajos turned towards
the San Francisco Peaks, arriving there as quickly as possible. The Utes
gave up the chase and returned home. When they had crossed the San
Juan in pursuit of Yellow Horse, nearly all the Navajos in the San Juan
area fled, fearing retaliation. They headed into the Lukachukai Mountains
with only a few concealed men remaining behind. Eventually the Utes
won the battle because the refugees lost many people to starvation before
spring arrived.
The young Navajo renegades made their way back to the Fort Defiance country and remained there until Kit Carson took them to the Pecos
River region. By then, Yellow Horse and his companions were starved,
nearly naked, and had to recuperate for some time after they arrived at
Fort Sumner. If they had not been hardened to the trail, used to little water and scanty rations, they would have died.
Once the imprisoned Navajos reached Fort Defiance, they passed the
Hay Stacks8 and went on to where Gallup now stands. This permitted
them to march in a great file along the vermillion cliffs which today see
so much traffic. They then went past Wingate, Bear Springs, to Cubero,
past what is now Bluewater, then to the Laguna pueblo lands and the Rio
Grande. They traveled over the mountains east of the river and marched
down the plains until they reached the Pecos River; the entire trip took
over eight months.
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As Yellow Horse traveled to Fort Sumner, he joined his uncle’s party.
He said that he was about nineteen or twenty years old at the time and
his parents were dead. The caravan was ragged and unkempt, becoming
more so as the journey advanced. The Navajos took their horses, sheep,
and goats, not many to each family, but all went with the caravan.
The captives had none of their own wagons, but the government furnished a few. The people dragged along, day after day; some of the older
ones and the ill rode in army wagons. A number of them rode their gaunt
ponies while the rest went afoot. These were the ones who suffered the
most.
Yellow Horse said that at times the march almost turned into a drive.
The troopers yelled, “Hurry. Hurry. We want to get to Hwééldi [Fort Sumner].” He knew of no whippings, but the troopers rode among the scattered groups, cracking their mule train whips, urging them to get along.
This was especially true after seemingly endless days and nights on the
march.
One night, after a long, hard day’s horseback ride, his aunt gave
birth to a baby boy. The camps during the journey were strung along
the trail, with each family picking out the spot
it wished to use. Yellow
Horse’s uncle’s camp was
on the outer fringe of this
night’s area, allowing some
privacy during the birthing event. Next morning
the mother wished to stay
a day or two, to rest before resuming the ordeal
of carrying the infant on a
Men like Mister Mustache
(Hastiin Dághaa’) survived the
Long Walk era and were the
type of people Evans preferred
interviewing. Mister Mustache
of the Hashtł’ihnii (Mud People) Clan was a noted medicine man in the Teec Nos Pos
area and worked for Wilford
Wheeler at the Hogback Trading Post for many years.
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jogging pony. But the guards would not listen to it. The party had to go
on, and all must be in the ragged line of march.
She wept and pleaded, told them she was tired and ill, but to no avail.
The husband helped her on the pony, tenderly handing her the hours-old
son, and the march continued. After two or three days of this jarring ride
over rough country, the mother became inured to it, but the babe became
ill and began to fail. For the next day or two, the mother rode the pony
while the father walked beside her and carried the ailing infant in his
arms. The second evening, a medicine man performed his ritual until long
after midnight to heal the child.
As morning came, it was apparent the baby could not go on. The
mother and father pleaded anew for the privilege of staying behind and
nursing the infant back to health, promising to catch up with the main
body even if they had to ride day and night to do so. They met the same
negative response and had to go on.
The mother saw that the child could not live through the day unless it
had rest and proper care. While the father and the remainder of the family gathered the camp equipment, she wrapped the baby carefully in all
the blankets she could spare, then carried it a short distance to a clump
of cedars and pinyons and placed the infant under a large sagebrush.
She knelt and offered a prayer to the Holy Beings according to Navajo
custom, returned to camp, climbed on her pony, and joined her family
on their weary way. Yellow Horse told me that while the infant could not
cry loudly, its piteous wails were heard for some distance. This was not
an isolated case either, since he knew of a number of other families in
similar circumstances.
The plight of those on foot was pitiful. The few who had moccasins
when they started soon found them slashed to ribbons. Their feet were
sore and bleeding from the sharp rocks and prickly brush. As they went
on, day after day, with little chance for recuperation, the condition of
many became critical. Some hung on the shoulders of the stronger as
they limped on their tired way, while others got an occasional lift from
those riding horseback. Others climbed on the stronger horses and rode
double with the owner, but this too was only a temporary respite.
Those who did not go on the Long Walk had their troubles too. The
Utes sensed their weakness and made raid after raid in the northern Navajo country, placing their enemy at their mercy. Bows and arrows were
no match against Ute rifles. The raids provided ponies, many of which the
Navajos themselves had stolen in raids on the Mexican settlements.
Yellow Horse tried to give me a description by drawing an oral picture of what the caravan looked like. He said that thousands of Navajos,
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along with their armed captors, did not travel as an ordinary column of
people. They were scattered over the country at great length, stumbling
through desert or wooded country. One could stand on a hill and watch
the motley crowd below, appearing as a colony of ants on the march. In
dry weather dust arose as if hundreds of whirlwinds were netted together,
raising clouds of dry Mother Earth towards the heavens, her mate, Father
Sky. That was the way the old man said it, in his own poetic way. In wet
weather the people floundered through muck and mire. At night, no matter how big the fire they made, sleeping and rest were miserable because
of wet clothing and bedding.
This method of scattered marching was necessary because of the
sheep, goats, and horses accompanying the people; the separated camps
at night became the downfall of many Navajo women—young and old.
Old Hastiin Nez, a medicine man who was well into his eighties, told
me his version of what happened. “The troopers treated the women very
badly. They attacked any woman that was old enough. Much of this was
done at night when the women in scattered camps became the prey of
their captors. If a woman was caught alone, away from the main body, she
was violated.” Yellow Horse commented on a lot of the soldiers, saying,
“They were not men; they were billy goats.”
Once Yellow Horse arrived at Fort Sumner, the old restless spirit took
hold of him. He would summon his friends at night and steal away from
the guards, bound for west Texas, where they raided Comanche villages,
“stealing whatever they could lay their hands on.” The Navajos did this
several times. Once Yellow Horse’s brother stole two fine Comanche horses while Yellow Horse got two more on another foray, and his entire group
escaped with ten good horses.
Some raids were bloodless, others were not. One time a serious battle
developed with a Comanche band, angry at the loss of their stock. Yellow
Horse paused at this point in his narrative, saying he wished to not only
tell the part he played in the raid, but also what a swift runner he was in
his younger days. He continued, “I was never afraid in all my life!” He had
no fear of arrows or guns, because in earlier years, he looked upon the
aged with pity; it was better to die young than to grow old and dependent.
He, therefore, was among the most eager of the fighters when someone
proposed riding towards the rising sun to do battle with roving Comanche
bands.
The first day out from the Pecos River the war party crossed a low
range of hills and made camp that night on the banks of a small creek
where grass was plentiful; the following night they camped at another
stream. The party traveled on and crossed a range of low hills where they
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camped again. At daylight the next morning they could see no mountains
so they knew they were inside the western edge of a great plain. Pressing
onward all day, they camped in a shallow depression at the foot of a very
low hill.
One of the party killed an antelope, so they prepared a feast to stay
their ravenous hunger. With difficulty they built a fire in a shallow hole
where the blaze could not be seen. When they were ready to broil the
antelope over hot coals, a terrific windstorm came up and scattered the
joints of meat and embers all about. The feast was ruined. They gathered
their possessions as best they could, rolled up in their robes, and slept
uneasily as the cold and wind assailed them as never before in their own
lands. The wind blew all that afternoon and night without cease.
Before daylight, a cry awakened the dusty, begrimed men, who
thought the Comanches had discovered them. But the shout of pain had
come from one of their own men, who fingered a burned place on his
scalp. Another felt the sting on his arm, spotted with aching blisters. One
man found a burnt place on his leg, another a hole burned in his scabbard, but Yellow Horse was untouched. He told them that they had lain
amongst the live coals the wind had scattered but had not felt the burns
because of the slap of sand and gravel upon their unsheltered bodies.
The injured fellows thought the burns confirmed an ominous foreboding they had sensed the night before, and so they wished to return to
the Pecos. In spite of arguments and pleading that they would be outnumbered, placing both groups in jeopardy, these men turned back. The rest
started east at sunrise on their journey. Several told Yellow Horse that
the group should spread out and circle in at times as was done in a rabbit drive, but Yellow Horse said, “No; we’ll keep together and follow this
trail,” a track made by Comanche buffalo hunters. He continued to lead;
but the party had not gone far when someone shouted, “Wait! There are
others who wish to turn back!”
As they discussed this new situation and tried to keep the group together, one man found the remains of a recent fire. Looking about, they
found a hidden spring of water but shuddered when they saw a great clot
which resembled blood, floating on it. The ashes told plainly that they
were in enemy country. Fear gripped some, but Yellow Horse led on. They
soon arrived at a small coulee in which a brook meandered and where two
buffalo browsed on grass at the water’s edge. The coulee would give these
starving men both meat and concealment from the Comanche, but the
buffalo scented them and began to move.
Some said in throaty whispers: “Let’s kill the buffaloes and have a
feast on that flat rock over there,” but Yellow Horse disagreed. “No! We
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will not kill them. The Comanches will hear the shooting. We want to
surprise them!”
The starving men could not bear to see the buffalo escape. One warrior raised his rifle and killed a buffalo, while a second Navajo fired at the
other animal but missed. Hunger prevailed over reason; they built a fire
to broil the meat and posted a watchman on the edge of the coulee. He reported that the buffalo was running away and antelope were fleeing with
it. Someone suggested that the animals be followed and killed for more
meat and hides. Suddenly the alarmed sentry shouted that the animals
had swerved and were dashing back towards them.
The reason soon became apparent. A band of Comanches approached
and circled the camp, yelling and shouting. A big fallen tree lay across the
brook, where a number of Navajos sought refuge. Yellow Horse ran toward
a large fork of the tree, but noted, “I did not run fast enough so another
reached it before me.” The circling Comanches began firing. Some of the
younger Navajos were badly frightened, but Yellow Horse and three older
men stood their ground. Bullets zinged near them and arrows pierced
their clothing.
One Comanche leader who wore a long feathered headdress sat astride
a big bay horse. He kept closing in, urging his fellows to do the same. Yellow Horse took careful aim at him and fired just as the bay leaped ahead.
The leader fell. His warriors uttered a loud wail when they saw him hit
the ground in a posture that told them he was dead. The group withdrew
for a parlay as the clouds of dust that had filled the air from the horses’
churning feet began to settle.
The Comanches chose another leader, who approached the Navajos
on a white horse. Yellow Horse did not wait to learn if he came for a truce
or to employ trickery; he took careful aim and killed him. More wails
arose from the Comanches as they grouped together for another council,
at a distance from the coulee. They set fire to the very dry grass, hoping
to drive out the defenders then overwhelm them. The frightened Navajo
youth still cowered under the fallen tree, but soon realized with the others that they had to fight the fire, which they did.
Comanche bullets sang around them. One Navajo shot an enemy warrior crouching by a bush, and the rest of the Navajos began to feel that
luck was with them now that three enemy were dead and the grass fire
out. The Comanches tried a different tactic. They dismounted, and a few
began to crawl on their bellies through the tall grass. One Navajo played
the same game and crawled off to one side, unseen by the Comanches,
and killed the leading enemy with an arrow.
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The attackers had had enough. They remounted and retreated like
deer or antelope, turning some distance away to look back. They seemed
to be considering another attack, so one of the Navajos fired at the closest
Comanche but missed. The enemy galloped off at a run.
The victors scalped the dead and looted the bodies. To their amazement they noticed it was late in the afternoon although the battle had
started early in the day. Four Comanche lay dead and several wounded
with only one Navajo killed and a few slightly injured. The Navajos later
learned, after returning to the Pecos, that the wounded Comanches had
died on the ride back to their lodges.
Yellow Horse’s group was low on ammunition and their arrows nearly
spent. They turned back to Fort Sumner in a leisurely way, hunting with
their arrows to obtain mountains of meat, upon which they gorged themselves at every stop. One day, a member of the party swung away from
the trail to find more game and met a member from the group which had
left them the day before the battle. He told of how a group of Comanches
had killed all of his companions. Yellow Horse and his men grieved over
this news, saying that the group should have remained together for mutual protection. He told about the successful battle with the loss of only
one man, then his group began to mourn for their dead friends. The lone
survivor relented and now told them the truth: all were safe and traveling
a short distance ahead. “Then there was much rejoicing and feasting,”
said Yellow Horse. They killed several more antelope and dallied along,
laughing and boasting of their exploits.
When they arrived at Fort Sumner, there was very little meat left for
the people there. Still, for those who had gone on this adventure, it was
an exciting respite from the confinement and privations of being prisoners. Yellow Horse preserved the Comanche scalp and tanned the buffalo
hide with the hair left on. This robe became a great comfort, keeping him
warm during the cold nights on the Pecos River.
The imprisonment of the Navajos at Fort Sumner became monotonous to a people who had been free to ride where they wished and do
what they wanted. The water tasted bad when compared to the mountain springs and streams of their homeland. There was little wood for fuel
in that open country, and so the Navajos walked great distances to get it.
Insects swarmed about; lice and flies abounded. In the fields where the
people tried to raise crops to supplement the distasteful rations, grasshoppers mowed down the young plants. Bands of hunters slipped away
from the guards to hunt big game and raid other tribes and Mexican settlers.
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Sickness was always rampant. Smallpox broke out in epidemics that
ravaged and struck down the captives. When I asked Yellow Horse how
many of his people died, he raised his arm and, sweeping it away from
him, replied emphatically, “Many, many.” He became silent for a few moments, looking down at the hearth as pain flashed across his face. Slowly
he shook his head, the long hair beneath his kerchief waving back and
forth. “Many. Our people died like sick sheep. There were so many that
we could not prepare them for proper burial with the right chants; so
many that we could not even bury them. We only carried them far enough
away from the camps that they would not contaminate the rest of us.
Even though we buried them in old ditches, under rocks, and in cracks in
the earth, wild animals tore them to pieces.
“It was a very sad time for our people. Sometimes whole families died.
Often only one or two remained alive in a family. Parents grieved because
they could not properly care for their dead. This was the saddest our
tribe had ever been. The people were so weak from the long march that
when they got to Fort Sumner, many died; then disease came and tore us
apart.” The soldiers showed little mercy for the suffering people.
The survivors longed for their own land and familiar camps. They
spoke of their deserted homes in the foothills of the Lukachukais, the
tall cottonwoods along the river, and their idle sweat houses lying in ruins. They called out the names of their various districts—Ch’ínílí˛ (Chinle); Tséhootsooí (Fort Defiance); Lók’a’jígai (Lukachukai), Tó Haach’i’
(Tohatchi); T’iis Názbas (Teec Nos Pos); Bis Dootł’izh Deez’áhí (Round
Rock)—begging, pleading to return to them. They begged Kit Carson to
take them back or let them return without him to their mountains and
plains. The men gained access to Carson, then crying and sobbing, told
him how much they wished to return. The women howled as they stood
in a group at some distance from the pleading men. They begged for their
release from Carson, who they called “Red Clothes (Shirt).” “Oh, please,
take us back.”
Then, four years after their arrival in Fort Sumner, the time came
when Kit Carson summoned them.9 Yellow Horse said, “He was there with
all the other officers of the Army.” The following is taken verbatim from
Yellow Horse’s account:
“If you are permitted to go back home, will you steal and raid and kill
as you did before?”
“No, no; we will do none of these things.”
“Will you kill any more Mexicans?”
“No, no; we won’t do that!”
“Will you kill any more white men?”
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“No, no; we won’t do that!”
“Will you steal any more cattle, horses, donkeys, sheep, or goats?”
“No, no, not any more; we will behave ourselves!”
“Now that you want to return to your own country, what about the
size (area) of the reservation you will be placed on?”
“We will leave that to Wááshindoon.”
“Before we let you go back, we want to ask you about schools. Will
you agree to send your children to government schools?”
“Yes, we will agree to that!”
Yellow Horse said that a number of whites clapped their hands at
these replies to Carson’s questions. One of the provisions of the treaty
was that all Navajo children should be sent to school as soon as they
reached the required age. Yellow Horse interpreted this stipulation by
saying “As soon as a child was born, it belonged to Wááshindoon.”
Soon after this meeting the return march began with a second trail
of hardship lying before them. The route followed the old trail to some
degree; and when those who were walking came to familiar landmarks,
they would break away and return to the land they had abandoned years
before. Yellow Horse did not recall the time this return required, but he
did remember how happy the people were to reach familiar territory.
Yellow Horse was thirty-four years of age when he returned to his beloved Table Mesa. More than sixty years had come to him as he lived and
worked amongst those familiar buttes. His pony’s hooves had trod thousands of times over the low hills to the east and northwest of his home.
Below these hills, sometimes at depths of only 800 feet, lay millions of
dollars worth of oil, the gold the white man would later tap and develop to
the advantage of the Navajo Tribe, but Yellow Horse knew nothing about
it.
Following the signing of the Treaty of 1868, Yellow Horse made it a
daily practice to observe what the white soldiers required of the Navajo
and counseled his fellows to do the same. He said, “With my own eyes I
have seen what the white men are doing; they have good houses, good
stores, fine animals, and productive farms. They know how to get ahead
and the better ones set a good example for my people, who are taking
advantage of some of these things; they even drive cars!”
In his own family life, Yellow Horse was never called upon to send a
child to school under the terms of the treaty. He was married three times
but sired no children, having only stepchildren. He had a humorous attitude about his inability to produce children: “I think I must be a mule,”
he remarked then laughed in his throaty voice. Still, Yellow Horse was an
anchor to his people. His counsel and influence cooled the hotheads who
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stormed about and might have brought disaster to the Navajos. He was
courageous, facing each dissident squarely, then stating his position.
This was the Yellow Horse I knew in the closing days of his life. He
favored the old ways so had little to do with modern technology as it came
along, unless he could adapt it for his own comfort. He puttered with his
old wagon to keep it in repair and looked after his horses in spite of his
great age. With bent back and wobbly knees he still had the will to move
around and be about his tasks. He was mentally alert, had witty expressions, keen humor, and a light in his eyes. I was very interested in this man,
as I watched him sit at my fireplace, drawing smoke from his hand-rolled
cigarette, then talking between little puffs to tell the events of his life. I
have come to realize that such opportunities come only now and then.
Yellow Horse was not a medicine man or any kind of tribal leader, but
his character in later life left an impression upon his people which eased
many a tense situation between Navajos and white men. A wild fighter
in youth, he raised his voice for peace in his later years. I counted him
as my friend and acknowledge a debt for the stories he told me about his
people.

The Establishment of Trading Posts
Before the settlement of the San Juan region, over 130 years ago, the Navajos on the northern reservation had little contact with the white man.
There were few traders and settlement was in its infancy. The Navajos
returned from captivity at Fort Sumner in 1868 and went to their previous locations. Each family received a few head of sheep, some flour, sugar,
and coffee, then shifted for itself. By the early 1890s they had large flocks
and herds, which, together with blanket weaving and agriculture, became
their mainstays. But even then, the effects of the commercial panic of the
early 1890s were felt in the remotest sections of Indian country.
During the 1870s and early 1880s there was not a single trading post
on the northern Navajo Reservation from Mexican Water, located many
miles across the San Juan River, to Bluff, Utah, and on to Tohatchi, New
Mexico. In 1880, a Mormon colony from southern Utah crossed the Colorado River at the Hole-in-the-Rock and established Bluff City in San Juan
County, about 125 miles down the San Juan River from Farmington, New
Mexico.
The Navajos at Mexican Water and Sweet Water traveled to Bluff to
trade when the river was low. Those in the Teec Nos Pos country also
made the long trip to Bluff or a longer one to the other side of the Car-
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John Walker’s Trading Post in Tocito, New Mexico, south of Shiprock. Walker was
a Mormon trader and Sarah Evans’s brother.

rizo Mountains, after Chee Dodge and a man named [Stephen E.] Aldrich
established the Round Rock Trading Post in the 1880s. Aldrich was a
brother of U.S. Senator Aldrich. The Indians of the Two Grey Hills and
Toadlena districts went over the mountain to Fort Defiance, and later
Crystal, after its establishment in the 1890s. These trips were very difficult during the winter. Those living farther south at Sheep Springs and
Naschitti, traveled the same routes; they later traded at Tohatchi, especially during the winter, in the late 1880s.
Wool sold at four and five cents per pound, and sheep and goat skins
eight to ten cents per pound. The merchandise which the few traders carried was ridiculously low when compared with today’s prices. Arbuckle
Coffee, the old standby, in later years retailed at 25 to 35 cents a pound,
was then selling for ten cents. Tomatoes in 2½ size cans were 15 cents.
Twenty-five-pound bags of flour were from 65 to 75 cents according to
grade, and sugar 5 cents a pound. Prints and calicoes were three yards for
a quarter, and heavy unbleached muslin was two yards for a quarter. Blue
denim overalls sold for 65 to 75 cents, and good work shirts ran from 50
to 65 cents each. Everything handled in the store was similarly cheap.
Navajos received little for what they sold, including rugs, which were
less than cheap and hard to sell. But at the same time, during these panic
years, they managed to slowly build their flocks and get to where they
could be economically independent. With the assistance of the trader,
who took their “pawn”—beads, rings, bracelets, etc.—as security for provisions and clothing, they were able to get along.
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The Navajos’ wants were generally few; they had a carefree existence,
attending the sings and dances and ceremonials. They raised corn in a
variety of colors: red, white, yellow, and blue, with some ears containing
all of the colors. There were two uses for blue corn. It was either ground
to make piki or “paper” bread, which was eaten as a diversion or used at
celebrations. This corn was finely ground, made into a thin batter, then
spread on a heated rock. Once cooked, it was rolled and eaten.
Pony racing and jackrabbit drives filled a Navajo’s craving for his sporting instincts, while card games occupied his lonesome hours. Monte and
Koon-Kan were his favorite games, which frequently took on a phase akin
to “strip poker,” as frequently one or more players left the game pretty
well “stripped.” Playing cards were quite common until Uncle Sam decided to put a stop to them and the selling of playing cards by the traders
became an infraction of reservation regulations. Much of the card playing
ended, but there was always a game going on somewhere on the sly.
Everything was going well as the Navajos gained wealth when another
great blow fell. The weather was the villain this time. In December of
1898, the skies spewed snow so heavily and so long on Mother Earth, that
when it quit, approximately twenty-four inches covered the northern Navajo district in the San Juan region.
Navajo flocks starved to death. The government offered help, but it
was inadequate. The few trading posts were not equipped to give much
aid, so suffering by poor Navajos was acute. Many were reduced to spreading out their coffee grounds to dry in the sun on top of their hogans, so
that the beans could be used over and over again until tasteless. Then the
Navajos went without until they secured a fresh supply.
Some sheep survived, forming a nucleus for future herds. Families
nursed along small flocks that gradually grew. The Navajos fought poverty
any way they could, and because of their intense desire to build animal
wealth again, they practiced a strict economy and careful husbandry.
One time I saw a goat walking on two legs, the front ones at that. It
was in the spring at a camp belonging to a Navajo called Frank Barber,
who lived in the upper reaches of Sanostee Valley. The goat was halfgrown and seemed to be a pet around the camp. Frank told me that during the subzero weather of the past winter, the animal’s hind legs froze
so badly that they had to be amputated. The front legs had survived,
presumably because they had been protected by the animal’s body. By
some means this intelligent creature learned to throw the rear part of its
body into the air and peg around for short distances on its two front legs.
Following the terrible loss of animals in the snow, a goat was a goat, so the
family took care of it.
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Many months after the Big Snow of 1898–1899, the Navajos still sorely felt the loss of their livestock. Sheep, goats, cows, horses—virtually all
had frozen to death. The Navajos used their livestock for food and were
especially fond of horse flesh. Stark and ravenous hunger was not rampant, but want and privation continued with the people for a long time.
In early April my friend, Harry C. Baldwin, known as “Hunter” to his
Navajo friends, came riding into Sanostee Trading Post.10 Harry was then
a partner in the Hogback Trading Post north of the river with his Uncle
Hank Hull and was on his way to Two Grey Hills. We made him comfortable for the night and had a pleasant visit. He never let the conversation
lag and during the evening said to me, “Bill, why don’t you ride over with
me in the morning. Things are still pretty slack here, and you can be
spared for a couple of days. You know the country, and I have never been
over it. I want to see how Mrs. Cole is getting along.”
Mrs. Henrietta G. Cole, a native of Massachusetts, was then an elderly
woman, who had come out west and joined Mrs. Mary Eldridge in establishing a mission at Two Grey Hills. Eldridge was the head of the Hogback
Mission at the time, and Harry thought very highly of them both. These
two ladies had done a great work, unmarked by selfishness, among the
Navajos. While their primary purpose was to give spiritual instruction and
comfort to all Navajos they met, they also did what they could to meet the
temporal needs of the people. The younger generation of Navajos knows
nothing of them, but the elders had cause to bless these women to the
end of their lives.
Mrs. Cole was a mother to us all. During the time I worked at Two
Grey Hills for the Noel brothers [Henry and Frank], I felt that she interfered with no one but attended to her business, which was, as she
stated, “teaching her Navajos the true way of life.” The good she did at
Two Grey Hills and Toadlena has certainly won her and Mrs. Eldridge a
just reward.
Early next morning Harry and I saddled our horses and started towards Two Grey Hills. We debated about going across the flats to make
a shorter trip or to just travel along the foothills. We decided to take the
foothills, where huge drifts still lay in sheltered places but parts of the
trail went across bare rock. In many spots the path was dim, in others
completely hidden. There would be no traffic along the trail since most of
the horses had perished that winter and the few survivors were too weak
to travel.
We rode past the camp of old Mustache Smeller [Dághaa’ Chin], his
large, well-built stone house deserted. The scene was pitiful. He once owned
many sheep, but now between forty and fifty of them lay dead in front of his
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home. On the surrounding hills, lying partly in and out of the snow, were
score upon score of ewes and wethers. No one around could tell us where
he or his family were. This grisly scene was repeated several times before
we reached Two Grey Hills. All the camps were deserted and the ground
littered with dead sheep. We knew that as spring advanced and the sun
gained power and warmth, the stench in this area would be unbearable.
After a difficult trip we floundered into the trading post yard. Mrs. Cole
was more than pleased to see us and prepared a wonderful dinner. Among
her other fine qualities, she was an excellent cook. Fortunately, the traders
at Two Grey Hills had a source of fresh meat. Hastiin Bicheii owned a large
flock of sheep and was more fortunate than most in keeping them. When
the snowstorm began, Bicheii herded his flock into a cove at the foot of a
mountain where a wide rock wall protected them from the driving blasts
of winter wind. He had cut a stack of wild hay that fall at his mountainside
farm, and when this supply ran out, he struggled through the drifts to cut
boughs of sagebrush, juniper, and pinyon to feed his animals. Thus his
herd survived, though the lambs were born smaller than usual. His losses
were nothing compared to others, who were completely ruined.
When the traders needed meat, Bicheii brought down a young wether
to the pole corral behind the store, where it was butchered. This was a
great event for his hungry neighbors. They scrambled for the warm innards and hurried home, cheered by the prospect of making a nourishing
entrail stew for their hungry families.
One day a pitifully famished, elderly woman in the ravenous stages of
starvation was at hand when the traders had a sheep butchered. The animal was skinned and the hide spread out, fleshy side up. As the entrails
spilled onto the skin, she grabbed a section of small intestine then moved
aside, fearful that someone might snatch it from her. Holding the gut in
one hand, she stripped out what offal she could with the other and began
gnawing at the still warm flesh. With her excellent teeth, which were unusual for Navajos, she devoured it all.
I was literally sick and stunned. I had seen people in advanced stages
of hunger in the past weeks, but never a human with the ravenous appetite of a wild animal. I had only pity for the poor creature and hoped her
meal would do her good. To this day when I look back upon those times,
I feel deep sympathy for the Navajos because of the numerous trials and
tribulations, many of which I have shared during long years of close acquaintance.
After a pleasant visit at the Two Grey Hills Post, we started back.
The days were short that time of year, and darkness came early as we
rode miles away from our destination. We could follow our trail in the
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snow fairly well, but the bare spots gave us trouble. We finally saw the
golden light from kerosene lamps at Sanostee and arrived safely. Harry
returned to his store on the eastern side of the Hogback the next day,
and I returned to my lonely post on the banks of Sanostee Wash. In later
years, Harry has laughed about that trip and how happy we were to see
those welcoming lights. He also told me that he purchased hundreds of
horsehides from hungry Navajos that spring. They were not worth much
but brought enough cash for the sellers to buy a little coffee and sugar. He
resold the hides and kept the wheels of trade turning.
I am reminded of another trip I took some years later, as I traveled
by horseback from Tohatchi to the San Juan. A Navajo whom I knew
well came onto the trail and joined me. As we rode through a fairly narrow defile, with high cliffs and rocky ledges on each side, he told me of a
battle some Navajos had with a band of Utes at that place when he was a
boy. The Utes were raiding the Navajos, stealing horses, and some of them
were armed with rifles. The Navajos had only bows and arrows, and some
of those arrows were merely sharpened sticks. The battle was a one-sided
contest with several Navajos and only one Ute being killed. The Ute died
when a Navajo youth shot him through the eye with an arrow. My friend
pointed out the rock where the boy and his mother hid while the battle
progressed, fearful they would be discovered.
Following that devastating winter, the people began again to succeed.
In the following years wealth in flocks and herds returned, wool for weaving rugs was available, and trading posts sprang up on the better, more
populated sections of the reservation. Eventually, there were thirteen
posts in the northern Navajo area, each one of which did more business
than the original single post.
Prosperous posts were located at Sanostee, Naschitti, Two Grey Hills,
Toadlena, Captain Tom’s Wash, and Red Rock. All of them were at the
foot of the mountain range, called in some parts, the Tó Háálí˛ [Toadlena],
Chuska, and Lukachukai. Joseph R. Wilkins, who had previously owned
an interest with Joe Reitz in the Crystal Post, opened up Sanostee in December 1898. Wilkins drove a large freight outfit from Gallup to Ganado
and Round Rock before that time. Tom Bryan of Fruitland owned the
Naschitti Post, but it was managed by Buke Maupin, an old timer on the
San Juan.
Brothers Henry and Frank Noel were the first to own and operate Two
Grey Hills. Henry spent his later years near Hot Springs, New Mexico,
while Frank and family moved to Draper, Utah. Frank also owned Sanostee for a number of years and was there during the Beautiful Mountain
rebellion with Bizhóshí and his son Little Singer.
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Friends and traders, standing, left to right: Frank L. Noel, Henry R. Noel; seated:
Edmund Noel, Will Evans, Cyril J. Collyer. Frank L. Noel Collection (P-166), L.
Tom Perry Special Collections, Harold B. Lee Library, Brigham Young University,
Provo, Utah.

Merritt Smith started the Toadlena Trading Post, but later moved to
Cortez, Colorado. His father, R. G. Smith, was one of the pioneer farmers
on Farmington’s Peninsula, then known as Junction City. Charles Nelson
started the Captain Tom’s Wash Post, now known as Nava or Newcomb.
Olin C. Walker established the Red Rock Trading Post. And Teec Nos Pos,
situated in the foothills of the northern part of the Carrizo Mountains,
sprang up during this early period and was later joined by the Sweet Water and Mexican Water posts, then finally the store at Red Mesa. Hambleton B. (Hamp) Noel, a brother of Henry and Frank Noel, in partnership
with Hugh Currie, built and operated the Teec Nos Pos store. He was a
resident of Fruitland for many years. John Wade launched the Sweet Water Post but later moved to Farmington. Joe Lee, a well-known character
of Indian country, started the Mexican Water Post. He had a reputation
for telling tall tales and was credited with the ability to speak the Navajo
language better than the people themselves.
Navajos from the Red Rock country and Sanostee section crossed the
Lukachukai Mountains and traded at Round Rock during the summer,
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The Shiprock Trading Company constructed in 1925. Evans painted the pictures
and decorations. Photo by Richard P. Evans.

but not in the winter because of the deep snows. One of the old features
of the Round Rock Post was the floor of the “bull pen.” It was made
of pine poles covered with slats from wooden Arbuckles Coffee crates,
both coffee and crates being old standbys in early trading posts. Navajos
obtained a winter’s supply of flour, sugar, and coffee, using wheat flour
to supplement their corn meal. The two were mixed as long as the flour
lasted, then it was straight corn meal bread. Older Navajos often had
worn teeth from the grit in the meal, left by grinding the corn on a stone
metate.
The mercantile activities along the San Juan were a boon to the Navajos, who traded pelts, wool, and blankets for fruit during the season.
Apples, peaches, pears, plums, etc., were a treat to those who lived largely
on mutton, coffee, and corn. The Navajos raised a few peaches before the
fruit growers of the San Juan got started. At Tohatchi, Toadlena, and Teec
Nos Pos there were old peach orchards which bore fruit, although it was
somewhat tasteless by modern standards.
Indians living along the San Juan River and some distance to the
south were isolated for a long time. Early in the 1880s Farmington, Fruitland, and the lower valley (then known as Jewett Valley) were established. Then came Olio, now known as Kirtland. Richard Simpson ran
the store and post office at Olio, while Tom Bryan at Fruitland and a man
named Welch in Jewett Valley operated their respective stores. Hank Hull
and Tom White’s post at the Hogback later became known as Hull and
Baldwin, after Harry Baldwin, who came from New York to visit his uncle,
Hank, and decided to go into business with him.
With the establishment of the Shiprock Agency in 1903, two posts
opened. Matt Hubbard owned one and [Robert S.] Baker the other. I
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bought the Shiprock Trading Company in 1917 and remained there for
thirty-one years, until Sarah and I moved to Farmington in 1948. In
the early 1930s, a Mr. Mayer operated a small post at the Four Corners
proper, but it was not successful; and today only a few piles of stone
mark the site.
The period of Navajo prosperity in the first third of the twentieth century was largely the result of assistance given by individual traders. The
government suggested there be an infusion of high-grade bucks, which
would result in the production of better wool, better prices, and more
prosperity. Officials said they would provide such animals, but the Indians would have to place the cash on the barrel head. These bucks were
priced at an average of $35.00 each—a very high price for those days.
Few Navajos could buy these bucks on a cash basis; and so the traders
stepped in, each one signing for a certain number of animals, which they
later issued to their customers. The cash outlay was carried on each trader’s
books. Sometimes he got his money back and sometimes he did not, but
the system of improving the herds continued for some time. The end result:
the Navajos had better sheep, larger lambs, and a higher grade of wool.
The majority of the People in the 1920s were prosperous and happy,
with only a few events to mar progress. In 1922, the wool market took a
serious flop, hitting the traders more than the Navajo. Post owners paid
an average of 35 cents a pound for the wool crop that spring. Before it
could be sold, buyers withdrew because of the shaky condition of the
market. The traders were forced to consign, and when the final returns
came in, wool was worth eight cents per pound. Only a few Indians had
held their wool for higher prices and were caught in this catastrophe.
Soon, the Navajos again began to prosper. They were independent,
confident of the future, as business on the reservation ran into seven
figures. There were periods of drought and flood, but between living in
the mountains in the summer and the flats in the winter, the Navajos
got along. Then in 1932, John Collier became Commissioner of Indian
Affairs, and the Soil Conservation Service became involved. The Navajo
economy soon changed as will be discussed later. This is, however, a brief
overview of the growth of the trading posts in the Four Corners region
prior to the disastrous effects of livestock reduction.

Harry Baldwin and the Hogback Post
A wiry young man, Harry C. Baldwin, came to the San Juan in autumn
1894. His Navajo friends promptly named him Hunter [Naalzhééhii]
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because he often took his .22-caliber rifle to hunt in the brush along the
river and the slopes of the Hogback, where he bagged cottontail and jackrabbits. For the half-century he lived in this area he kept this name.
Harry remained the winter of 1894–1895 with his uncle by marriage,
Henry (Hank) Hull, who ran the trading post on the banks of the San Juan
River east of the Hogback. During the previous fall (1893) tragedy struck at
another post owned and operated by Hank Hull and a man named Colonel
Welch. Hank was in Montrose, Colorado, looking after property interests
while Welch manned the store. One day, a Navajo called Fat [Łinishk’aii]
shot and killed him, took what he wanted, and fled the scene.
A young lad walking towards the store saw Fat run away and reported
the murder. Troops captured Fat, who was tried and sentenced to federal
prison at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, where he remained for several years.
Upon release, Fat returned to the Shiprock area, where he raised a second
family and gave no one any trouble up to the time he died a number of
years later.
After Hank returned from Montrose, he vacated the store, moving the
business to the Hogback, where it has remained through several changes
of ownership. He took in Doc [William N.] Wallace and began business
anew. Doc Wallace was a peculiar fellow, wizened and shrunken with age,
with a high, piping voice when I knew him. He came to this country to
regain his health and was said to be an accredited pharmacist in his later
years. He took an interest in the medical problems of his Navajo friends
while at the Hogback and christened himself Navajo Bill. He bedecked
himself with Navajo rings on all his fingers, several bracelets on each
wrist, and buttons and emblems pinned to the lapels of his coat. Indeed,
he was a walking advertisement for the silversmith who had made these
items. So these were the traders, Hank and Doc, who introduced twentythree-year-old Harry Baldwin to the trading-post business.
Harry’s new life was a far cry from Phoenicia, New York, where he was
born in 1871. This business was also nothing like his previous experience
of selling bicycles and prospecting for gold in the Carrizo Mountains. Still,
Hank Hull and Doc Wallace were feeling the effects of age and wished to
leave the business, so Harry accepted their offer to take over the post.
In 1899, he married Ruth Eldredge, the daughter of Mary Eldredge, who
established the Navajo Methodist Mission in Farmington and later the
mission at Hogback.
While Harry was at this post, government employees built the Hogback canal, perhaps fifteen miles long, and a diversion dam, which became a godsend to the Navajos of this area. These canals supplanted
the older ditch dug about three miles southeast of the Shiprock Agency,
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which had primarily benefited the agency farms. The new ditch irrigated several thousand acres of once-arid land and contributed more
to the advancement of the Navajos of the area than any other single
improvement. Harry also benefited from the resulting industry. Some
paydays he sold an entire carload of oats to feed the Indians’ horses
used to excavate the ditch. He also handled practically all the hay raised
in the vicinity and helped farmers find outlets for their produce. He remained at the Hogback Trading Post for twenty years, before selling out
to Joe Tanner.
One time I asked Harry if he had ever had any serious conflict with
the Navajos, and he replied that he had, twice in fact. One was with Black
Horse, who was a different Navajo than the old fire-eater of the Teec Nos
Pos area. Harry said that one day he glanced out the back window and
saw Black Horse dealing cards to another Navajo. Superintendent Shelton, at the time, was waging a campaign to break up this vicious habit of
gambling because it usually ended up in impoverishment and bad blood
among both the Utes and the Navajos. Shelton requested that the traders
cooperate in discouraging gambling, and although Harry’s store was not
on the reservation, it was close enough. He had issued an ultimatum that
no gambling was allowed around his store.
Harry walked out back and asked Black Horse to quit playing cards.
The Navajo arose in a rush of anger and swung at the trader’s chin; Harry
dodged, receiving a light blow on the shoulder. He was slender, lightly
built, and no match for the 200-pound Black Horse, so he picked up
a wagon stake and laid it squarely on the gambler’s head. Black Horse
fell with a thud. After that, there was no more card playing around the
post.
Another incident occurred during the construction of the Hogback
Ditch. Navajo workers performed much of the labor. Harry carried a
great many of them on his books for supplies. On paydays, a representative of the project brought checks to the store and gave them to the
workers, who cashed them with the trader. One evening a long line of
Navajos had formed, waiting to receive their government checks and
subsequent cash. A one-eyed man called George Peterson received his
check, endorsed it by thumbprint, obtained his cash, paid his account,
left the line, and pocketed the balance. In a few minutes, he returned,
loudly claiming that he had been shortchanged. Another Navajo standing nearby had witnessed the transaction and told Peterson that he had
not been shortchanged and had received all that he had coming to him.
Peterson had evidently concealed some of his change to reinforce his
claim.
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Superintendent William Shelton and wife, Shiprock.

This happened on four successive paydays, holding up the line and
delaying the payoff. Before the next payday, Harry asked Shelton to
send a Navajo policeman to watch the transaction. Tall Man [Hastiin
Nez] received the duty, the line duly formed, and he began to watch
carefully. When Peterson reached the counter, Nez counted Peterson’s
money, said it was the correct amount, and handed it to him. Peterson
soon came barging back into line with his old complaint. Harry replied
that he had not been shortchanged and pointed to Tall Man as a witness.
Peterson stuck his face across the counter close to Harry’s and called
him a liar.
This was more than Harry could stand. He lashed out with his fist and
hit the accuser full in the eye, with a corking good blow. Peterson carried a beautiful black eye for several days. Apparently he did not appeal
to a higher authority, Tall Man said nothing, and Harry went on cashing
checks. Peterson never interfered with Harry again but stayed away from
the store, figuring one black eye was enough.
Harry Baldwin, the Hunter, met his maker on December 1, 1950, survived by his wife and daughters. He had lived a long and worthy life. No
one could say anything but good things about him as a citizen, a doting
father, and a friend to all. The Navajos liked him, which is a mark of wellbeing and honesty.
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Red Rock Trading Post
In the first two decades of the twentieth century, the northern Navajo
Reservation witnessed the establishment of a series of trading posts. Thirteen stores sprang up where there were none before. This was a great
convenience to the Navajos, especially those living in or near the foothills
of the Lukachukai Mountains, because these people had previously been
compelled to cross the mountains to Chinle or Round Rock Trading Posts.
One of the more successful new stores was at Red Rock, opened in 1907
by Olin C. Walker. Like many other posts, Red Rock had a humble beginning. Here is how it happened, just as Olin Walker told me:
“In January 1907 I had taken a wagon and old Tall Man to locate a
place for a store. I had worked two years for the government at Shiprock
and gotten acquainted with several Indians, since I had many under my
supervision on different kinds of work. I hired Tall Man with his team and
wagon to take me into the country that he was familiar with.
“We got to Little Shiprock the first evening and camped on the road.
That night I learned how to count in Navajo and the next day how to
count money. We reached Mexican Clan’s (Naakaii Dine’é) place that day
and stayed several days and nights, talking and inquiring about the need
for a store in that area. I decided to try it. Close to Mexican Clan’s camp
was a rock room, about eighteen by thirty feet, with a fireplace in each
end. I rented the building from Mexican Clan for six months with the
privilege of renewing the lease if I wanted to. We went back to Shiprock,
and I got a Mr. Whitcroft from Kansas City, Kansas, to go in partnership
with me.
“Mr. Whitcroft and I got a team, a wagon, and a load of goods from
Harry and Matt Hubbard at Shiprock. I took my little boy, Claude, along
with us. We also brought a few pieces of lumber, a camp bed, frying pan,
Dutch oven, and coffee pot. We arrived after dark, fixed supper, unloaded
the wagon, and went to bed. Next day, with coffee boxes and lumber, we
set up a counter and a few shelves. We had brought a pair of scales along
and were opened for business the next morning. The day after that my
partner went back for more goods.
“We did not have much trade, nor did we have much to sell, but I
kept busy getting things lined up. I had to go three-quarters of a mile
to a spring for water and had Indians bring me some wood. Whitcroft
returned with a big load of goods, then stayed around two or three days
to learn what he could about trading and Indians. He left again to obtain
more supplies, taking skins, pelts, rugs, etc., so we could learn what to
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expect for them. Trade was picking up, and while Whitcroft was gone, the
Navajos held a ‘sing’ three to four miles north in Black Horse’s neighborhood.
“By sunrise the next morning, there were about fifty Navajos on
horseback at the store. One of them, through a young boy who interpreted, asked me if I had seen Black Horse. I told him ‘no’ and so the
group informed me that Black Horse did not want me there and that I had
better see him. I told them that I did not know I had to see him, but they
assured me I did and that I would either have to get permission to set up
a store from him or get out.
“They talked for quite a while, and I kind of enjoyed it, despite the
fact that they said the Navajos would not come there to trade because
Black Horse would not allow it unless I went to see him. I told them we
came with permission and a license from Washington, Agent Shelton at
Shiprock, my friend Mexican Clan, and his family and friends.
“They wanted me to sell goods and buy pelts, rugs, and wool; I told
them that I would pay as much as they could get anywhere else and I
would treat them fairly. I was not trying to make anyone come here who
did not want to come, and the roads to other places were just like they
were before we came. I also said that they would all want to come here
when they learned who we are and how we deal. As for Black Horse, I
had no business with him except to sell him goods, but I would like to see
him and if he wanted to see me, they should tell him to come here. This
is where I would be.
“One of the Navajos asked me how long I intended to stay there. I
replied: ‘Until my hair is as white as cotton.’ They talked a bit among
themselves then began trading. I got fifty or sixty dollars from them, and
they nearly bought me out. There was no more trouble.
“When Whitcroft returned with another load of goods, my son, Claude,
was getting homesick so I took what pelts and rugs we had back to the
San Juan River. Next, I moved my family from Shiprock to Fruitland and
began trading for supplies with C. H. Algert Co. In those days, to get back
to my post, I had to ford the river; when it was too high to cross below
Shiprock, we crossed on the footbridge or in a boat at Fruitland.
“Business went along well, so I stayed at the store most of the time.
Whitcroft’s wife, who had never seen the post, went back to Kansas City,
and he did not like the Indians or trading with them. He had been a
streetcar conductor in Kansas City and said he would rather be back
there to make a living for his wife and family than stay out here and make
a fortune. I borrowed money and bought him out after only about two and
one-half months.
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Red Rock Trading Post, 1912. Olin C. Walker, standing under the arbor, is with
friends and customers. Courtesy of the Houston Walker Family, Farmington, New
Mexico.

“I dug a well and found plenty of good water thirty-five feet down.
After five months I got a group of the neighborhood Indians together and
picked out a place to build a store which is where the Red Rock Trading Post now stands, about one and one-half miles from the rented rock
house. I hired Tall Man and Mexican Clan’s son (whom we also called
Tall Man) to oversee the job. This boy worked for me the entire time
I owned Red Rock Trading Post. We moved into the new store in July,
then started building another large room to live and cook in. About that
time I made a deal with Matt Hubbard to come in with me. We worked
together about two years, then I borrowed money and bought him out.
I built corrals and started constructing another large room for wool and
pelts.
“Black Horse and his wife came over for the first time on their way
to Sanostee, where Frank and Hamp Noel were at that time. The party
arrived at my place on a stormy night a little before dark. I had no camp
hogan yet, so I let them use the unfinished wool room and made a fire
in the southwest corner, which blackened the walls and ceiling.11 I gave
them food and a cooking outfit, and they had sheep pelts to sit and lie
on, so were fairly comfortable. The next morning they sold some pelts
and bought food, but they had a little wool and a rug they would not sell
because they were taking it to Sanostee. Black Horse eventually softened
and wanted to sell it, but his wife would not because she had pawn at
Sanostee and wanted it back.
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“They went to Sanostee and returned the next evening to trade a
little more and pawn some beads before going home. Black Horse’s wife
was a fair rug weaver, and they were good customers at the store after
that. Black Horse had tamed down considerably from his early years.
“While I was at Shiprock, Black Horse and his friends and relatives
came there to get ewes and bucks that Superintendent Shelton had gotten
for the Indians. When they saw the animals, they began to help themselves; and Shelton had quite a time stopping them. However, when he
got through with them, they knew he was running things; and Black Horse
got the bucks on the Superintendent’s terms, which meant he was limited
to the quantity allowed to other Navajos. Shelton never had any more
trouble with Black Horse. The old fellow had been in the habit of doing as
he pleased in his part of the country but learned that someone else was in
charge and that he had to quit making trouble.
“Soon after I moved to the new store the following incident occurred.
I had credited a Navajo for $2.75. He promised to bring me some hay in
two or three days as payment. He and three others came late one evening
with the hay, so even though I was alone, I went out and purchased it for
six dollars. When we came back to the store, I counted out the money and
laid it on the counter. I reminded the man of his debt of $2.75, collected
it back from the $6.00, and put it in the cash drawer. He said no, he was
not going to have it that way, that it was not his hay.
“I told him I had bought the hay from him and that none of the others
had sold any. ‘I let you have $2.75 in merchandise to be paid for in hay,
in two or three days, and that is all I know about it!’ He still said that it
was not his hay, that he would not take the $3.25 and was going to take
the hay back. I told him he would have to pay me the $2.75 before he did.
The men had a lot to say about it among themselves. Soon one of them
reached over the counter, which was only two boards wide, grabbed my
coat, and said ‘Come out.’ I told him I had done all I was going to do about
it and that if he knew what was good for him, he had better turn loose. I
never moved and kept my eyes on him. He was the oldest and largest of
the group and had killed an Indian in his time. Then he eased his hold, as
though he had not grabbed me.
“He then turned around to his friends and said, in a rather low voice,
‘He is not afraid.’ One of the men came over and picked up the $3.25, and
the group went about spending it and even more. Before leaving for home,
they all shook hands with me, saying everything was all right. There was
never any more trouble with them. One reason I stood my ground and
was not afraid was because I had a good .45-caliber six-gun under the
counter in front of me.
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“Soon after this another incident occurred. Diné Tsosie, Dilwóshí
Begay’s son-in-law, had lots of sheep. His wife had tuberculosis, and so
he employed several medicine men, which cost him many sheep, even
though she was not healed. He finally contacted Little Singer to treat her.
For a while she seemed to get better, then took a turn for the worse and
died. Diné Tsosie blamed Little Singer, saying he gave her whiskey. They
buried the woman, in her best clothing and wearing her valuable jewelry,
in an acre of open ground surrounded by cedar trees. They did not bury
the body deep enough, and so coyotes and other animals tried to dig into
the grave.
“Diné Tsosie thought someone was trying to get her out for the valuables, so he decided to find out what was going on. He built four fires,
one in each direction, then camped nearby, waiting and watching. After
several nights he came to the store and insisted that I go out with him
and look the situation over. So I went, took some tools, and found when
I got there just what the trouble was; the burial was too shallow. We cut
some poles and built a pen about three feet high, four feet wide, and six
and one-half feet long around the grave. We packed the pen with earth,
covered it with poles, and spiked the whole thing down. This seemed to
satisfy him, and there were no more signs of it being bothered.
“When I first went to Red Rock, Mexican Clan had about seventyfive bales of hay, hand-tied with yucca fiber instead of wire, that he had
stacked on a strong frame out of the reach of livestock. He wanted me to
buy the hay, but I did not know how well it would sell, so I told him to put
his price on it and that I would sell it for him. About a week later someone
stole two bales. I told the old man about it, and he stuck up two fingers,
saying there were only two people in the entire region who would steal it.
One man he knew, the other, ‘maybe so.’
“We began an investigation and found the man Mexican Clan suspected. The Navajos tried him by their own rules and decided that he should
repay it double. I do not know whether Mexican Clan got any money or
not, but the two suspects were looked upon as being of no account. All the
rest of the Navajos seemed to be above that sort of thing.
“I have noticed that at gatherings, when a head man wanted to speak,
all was as quiet as a funeral, and people paid strict attention. Even the
little children were quiet, and if not, only had to be spoken to once. I
have never seen them spanked to quiet them. I have, however, seen Indians give their children money to go to the store or have stuff to sell and
instructed them to buy several articles, even when the children were too
small to climb upon their ponies. The trader had to help them up and
place the bag containing the goods behind the small customer. The trade
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articles in the bag had been divided in the Indian manner, so that they
would ride evenly on the pony. These children had no slip but filled out
the order from memory and seldom made a mistake. Most of them were
honest and wanted to do the right thing.
“Some families were not good, but most were all right and could be
depended on. The Navajos are an independent race, proud, and somewhat stubborn. If a person drives them at all, they balk, but if they are
understood and treated fairly, they will do anything. Let them know you
have confidence and are depending upon them, and they will do it if they
can. Nowadays, the younger ones are losing the honor of being honest
and dependable, and it is primarily because of the white people they have
come in contact with who have betrayed their confidence. Even so, they
seem to be holding up as well as the whites in that respect.”
Olin C. Walker was always a man of his word. After leaving the Red
Rock Post, he operated the Two Grey Hills Trading Post but later sold out
and retired. He and Mrs. Walker were living in Albuquerque when I visited
them in 1949. I enjoyed his reminiscences of life in Navajo land.

Little Singer and the Beautiful Mountain Uprising
Little Singer [Hataałii Yazzie] and his father, Bizhóshí, were not just ordinary Navajos. Both father and son belonged to the old school of those who
were unalterably opposed to the white man and benefits of civilization.
Their intense devotion to the Holy Beings, intricate religious ceremonies,
and deep spirituality sometimes caused their white neighbors to wonder.
Bizhóshí was an esteemed rainmaker. Until his death, he painfully and
laboriously mounted his gentle pony—scorning help from his younger associates—to ride long distances into the desert or into the hills to help
others. His weather-beaten face, drooping mustache, and serrated teeth,
some of which were missing, presented a fearful visage when wreathed in
anger. In spite of this appearance, he was a born leader.
Little Singer was a replica of his father. Early in life he became Bizhóshí’s pupil, adept in the practice of a medicine man and knowledgeable
about the lore of his tribe. He was an unfailing source of those remarkable stories. His knowledge of these things in his early teens supplied the
name of Little Singer, a title which remained with him for the rest of his
life. While young, his features were smooth, somewhat similar to those of
an Eskimo, but in old age he favored his father to a remarkable degree.
Despite the rigid observance of Navajo beliefs and ceremonies, Little
Singer’s objections to the encroachments of Washington and the Indian

Little Singer, Bizhóshí’s son, provided the spark that ignited the Beautiful Mountain Rebellion in 1913.
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At the Shiprock Agency Fairgrounds, 1910, Superintendent Shelton stands before
his Navajo police force. Only a few of the Navajos are identified. To Shelton’s right
in front with the badge is Curley Jim. Looking over Curley Jim’s right shoulder
is Slim Policeman. Directly behind Shelton is Black Whiskers. Left of Shelton is
Tł’ah Begay. Behind him is Hard Belly. To the far left is Louis Cambridge.

Bureau caused trouble only once with these authorities.12 The issue was
polygamy, which he believed in and defended as strongly as he did his
worship of the Holy Beings. At the time, Bizhóshí, his sons, and followers
lived in Sanostee Valley, near the foot of Beautiful Mountain, thirty-five
miles west of the Shiprock Agency and sixty miles down the San Juan
River from Farmington.
In 1913, government authorities were trying to curb the widespread
practice of polygamy among the Navajos. The Agency received word that
Little Singer had three wives and was resistant to change. Acting on this
information, Shelton sent a detachment of Navajo police to Sanostee with
orders to bring Little Singer and his three wives to Shiprock for questioning and possible trial in a local Indian court. The police returned in three
or four days, bringing the women but not Little Singer, who had refused
to come. But come he did, several days later.
One day in June, Little Singer and a band of Navajos crossed the river
at Shiprock, galloping, whooping, and firing rifles and pistols into the air
as they entered the agency grounds. Superintendent William T. Shelton
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was away on business; there were no armed guards, and only Sephus
Jensen, the agency farmer, Mr. Hinds, the clerk, and a policeman called
Lame One [Na’nishhod] were there. These men rushed out of the office
building to meet the oncoming raiders, but their efforts were futile. One
of them grabbed the bridle reins of Old School Boy’s [Ółta’í Sání] horse,
but the rider whipped him with his quirt and forced him to turn loose.
Little Singer beat Mr. Hinds with a riding quirt, while a Navajo named
Luce whipped and dragged around Lame One. Any witnesses soon fled
for refuge in the buildings.
The three women, one of whom had a baby, were prisoners at the
agency. They had been given the peaceful occupation of hoeing in the gardens until Little Singer was captured and brought in. At this time, two of
them were in the garden plot hoeing, while the one with the baby, Luce’s
sister, sat at the front of the jail, which was jokingly called the Department
of Justice. During the melee, Luce rode his pony and led a bare-backed
horse to his sister, grabbed her and the baby, hastily placed them on the
spare pony, and told her to ride home as fast as she could. The other two
women mounted horses, the group crossed the bridge, and disappeared
in the desert toward Sanostee Valley. Jensen, Hinds, and Lame One could
not stop them.13
The rebels realized the seriousness of their actions and rode hard to
a natural fortification, the top of Beautiful Mountain. This peak is a high
volcanic mesa detached from and slightly east of the Lukachukai Mountains.14 Its crest is surrounded by a high precipitous cliff of lava, providing
only one difficult means of ascent on a single-file trail through a crevice in
the lava cliff. A few well-armed men could hold off a regiment of foot soldiers. There is no living water, only two small lakes fed by rain and snow,
but the grass for livestock is good. The recalcitrants took provisions there
in anticipation of defending the site.
Superintendent Shelton returned as soon as notified and took charge
of his forces. He fully realized the futility of attacking, but having the dignity of the government to uphold, he notified the Indian office and asked
for troops. The government sent General Hugh Scott and a detachment
of soldiers in response.15 Arriving at Beautiful Mountain, Scott quickly
sensed the futility of charging the stronghold.
Rumors grew that some of the traders and their families were slated for death. Charley Nelson at Nava, about thirty-five miles south of
Shiprock, Frank Noel at Sanostee, and O. C. Walker at Red Rock were
among them. However, one old trader, Joe Tanner, volunteered to visit
the enemy camp to persuade them to come down and meet with General
Scott for a talk. The meeting lasted a long time, the band not immediately
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Traders and families gathered at Sanostee for seven days during the Beautiful
Mountain conflict. Trader Frank Noel provided the following description. “Front
Row: Mary, Floyd, Bessie, Reginald and Wright (Noel), Pratt Nelson, Golden Nelson, James Ayres (sawmill superintendent). Second Row: Jennie, Mom (Mary), Dad
(Frank L.), baby Howard, and Clara (Noel), Roswell Nelson, Mrs. Nelson and baby,
Julia Nelson, Eliza Robinson (school teacher for the Nelson and Noel families),
Mrs. Ayres, Willard Ayres, Alphonso Nelson (Sanostee store clerk). Third Row:
Milton and Jennie Steele.” Frank L. Noel Collection (P-166), L. Tom Perry Special
Collections, Harold B. Lee Library, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah.

deciding to take Joe’s advice to surrender, but only to think about it. He
went down the mountain, found his saddle horse, and rode to the Sanostee Trading Post.
Among the Navajos, there was much excitement; more so than with
the whites. The Indians were more aware of the prowess of Little Singer
and the effectiveness of his medicine. They had heard him boast that his
medicine was so strong that it would turn aside bullets fired by the soldiers. There were also threats against any tribesmen who worked against
Little Singer.
Joe Tanner warned Frank Noel of the possibility of annihilation of
him and his family, then sent Indian runners with messages to the Nelson
and Walker families warning them of the peril. He advised them to go to
the San Juan Valley for protection. Whether either of these families did
this is uncertain. Mrs. Noel, however, elected to remain. Later, Joe Tanner said, “That damned Frank [Noel] wouldn’t budge; said he knew his
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Indians, and I guess he does. They like him and he is good to them. But
if he had heard what I [heard], he would not be so sure of his safety. You
can’t tell what an Indian will do when he is pushed to action.”
Noel and Tanner later rode out to a sing the Navajos were holding at
the foot of Beautiful Mountain. Chee Dodge, the veteran Navajo leader,
and old Bizhóshí were there and expressed concern about the situation.16
After Tanner had a long talk with them, Bizhóshí and Dodge went up on
the mountain and held a conference with the renegades, while Tanner
returned home to Shiprock.
Over the years, there have been reports that Joe Tanner did not go
to the mountain. His daughter, Loncy Tanner Goodman, in a letter to me
confirmed that he did:
When daddy told Shelton he would go up and persuade them to give up,
he didn’t go out for show but results. His concern was for the tragedy
that could take place; . . . he never made a display for anything he ever
did. . . . Frank Noel rode horseback out to the “sing” with dad, . . . for
the express purpose of daddy talking with Little Singer’s father and Chee
Dodge to bring about the surrender of the band. . . . The Indians were
nearer and dearer to him than most of his white friends.
Joe Tanner was almost one of them and for good reason: his father
lived among them all his life beginning as a young man. They called him
Hastiin Shush, Mr. Bear, because he was almost as stout as a bear. When
my daddy came along, he wrestled, fought and played with them from
the time he was a baby. He grew up, known to all the Indians as ShushYaz, Little Bear. He knew their language better than his own and as well
as they knew it. There was not a secret, legend, or custom that he did not
know. His whole life spent with them was one of trust, confidence and
loyalty he had in them and they in him.
When he passed away, by far more Indian friends grieved his passing than white friends. . . . I might add to the episode of the Beautiful
Mountain Rebellion: Daddy was not in accord with Mr. Shelton’s actions
concerning Little Singer’s breaking the law. However, when they took the
law into their own hands, then daddy agreed that they had broken the
law. Dad and Mr. Shelton were always close friends, but daddy was actually in sympathy with the Indians concerning their beliefs and customs,
and he many times told Mr. Shelton that they couldn’t realize they were
breaking the law, as it was a custom they had always lived.

Meanwhile Little Singer and his followers were atop Beautiful
Mountain, making plans, singing and supplicating the Holy Beings, and
performing the rites they hoped would give them the power to carry on.
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There was plenty of excitement in the Red Rock country where Olin
C. Walker ran a store. The post was about thirty-five miles northwest of
Shiprock. Walker related his experience to me, giving a clear picture of
what happened. It seems that a Navajo named Thin Man [‘Ánísts’óózí]
had held a grudge against Little Singer over some grazing troubles. Thin
Man vented his spleen on Little Singer and was the one who reported to
Shelton that the medicine man was a polygamist with three wives. Knowing that the superintendent was trying to break up the practice, Thin
Man fueled the fire. Also, word later arrived that the arrested wives were
being mistreated at the agency, making matters worse. Another story told
of how Bizhóshí had led the raid into the agency and assisted in seizing
the women. Furthermore, Indian friends reported the renegade gang had
decided to fight to the end. This story appeared several days before the
surrender. Things looked bad around the Red Rock Trading Post.
Late one evening, Little Singer came by the post, sending word to
Walker to come outdoors, to one side; he wanted to talk to him. Walker
met him at the spot, but there were no other Navajos around. Little Singer
told him that he wanted the trader to hold his pawn and that if anything
happened to him, his wives receive it. This pawn consisted of a valuable
silver concho belt studded with expensive turquoise; coral, white shell,
and silver beads; turquoise-mounted bracelets, rings, etc. He told him
that he had heard what had been happening to the women since taken
into custody. Walker replied that he did not believe those stories and that
the agency authorities could not allow such things while the women were
in their charge. There was, however, talk of troops being called out because his party had refused to surrender. The trader ended the interview
by telling Little Singer that it was much better for him and his family to
surrender on their own accord so that the authorities would not be too
severe with him. The Navajo said he would think it over.
Before leaving, Walker reminded him that there were all kinds of reports traveling among the Indians. Some people were in sympathy with
Little Singer, and some were not. Most, however, thought it would be best
for him to surrender and not risk a battle with the soldiers. A few rumors
suggested that Little Singer had threatened that before he was caught he
would kill all the traders. He replied that the traders were his friends,
adding that it would be foolish even to think of such a thing. The Navajos
needed the stores as bases of exchange for food and products. There had
been too much talk, which was at the bottom of all the trouble.
Walker did not tell Little Singer that he had heard that his group had
sent word that before being arrested, they would kill Thin Man, the informer, and all his group. This created intense fear in that family because
the clan was large and many lived in this vicinity.
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“The rumors were becoming hotter and hotter by the hour,” said
Walker. Troops were known to be on their way, and it was feared that the
Indians might strike at Red Rock as soon as the soldiers reached Gallup.
Knowing of the threats to the traders, Shelton agreed to keep the Red
Rock Post informed of the progress of events.
A week before Little Singer surrendered, between fifty and sixty Indians and their families began gathering around the trading post to stay for
the night. Walker told them that he did not think there was any great danger, but they still collected there every evening. These Navajos feared that
the large piles of cedar and pinyon wood at the back of the store could be
used to burn it down. During the night the Indians formed a circle, partly
protected by the piles of wood. The younger men bedded along the line of
the circle, resting and keeping watch, while the older men, women, and
children lay protected within.
During the day, a young Navajo, John Dayish, rode back and forth to
the Sanostee post to get news for the Red Rock people. Everyone, including the rebels, wanted to know where the troops were.
One evening at dusk, a lone, bareback rider came galloping to the
post. He was one of Little Singer’s group, who had deserted from Beautiful
Mountain. He reported that the soldiers were approaching, the renegades
would be at Red Rock that night, and they planned to kill everyone there.
He advised the people to flee, which created more excitement and fear.
Adding to the concern, that same day a young thirteen-year-old Navajo
boy arrived at the camp with another young fellow and had been frightening the women and children with stories of what was going to happen. At
the same time, they helped themselves to foodstuffs.
That night, some Navajos noticed a campfire, not too far away from
the post. The fire seemed to be where no dwellings were located. Fear
arose, so John Dayish and two others went to the spot and captured the
young heckler and his friend, who turned out to be Boyd Peshlakai [Beesh
łigaii(silver)], a school boy. (Boyd later became a respected and influential member of the tribe.) The men brought the boys to the post, where
they tried to explain that they were coming to the store to get some tobacco. Walker argued that Navajos did not usually get tobacco at midnight,
but he let them have some anyways, telling them that under the circumstances they would have to remain at the trading post until the scare was
over. Boyd was sensible but did not want to obey. The Indians threw him
down, hog-tied him, and told him that when he decided to behave himself
they would let him up.
Events quickly progressed, and the tension would soon have to end
by either bringing peace or a great calamity to these enemies of the rebels. They waited with great anxiety and in severe tension.
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John Dayish brought word from Navajos in Gallup to Little Singer
that the troops had arrived and were on their way to Beautiful Mountain.
Eighteen hours later a runner from Shiprock verified the report. Everyone went on guard, although the authorities at the agency said that things
would now work out satisfactorily. Walker later remarked that through
the entire experience he had no fear of anything; however, he thought,
“You never know what they [Navajos] have in their minds to do.”
The following night all the Indians camped around the Red Rock Post
and were filled with dire forebodings of what might happen. One fellow
came into the store and informed Walker that his father had gone through
a divination rite and had received the same answer several times, that the
renegades would be there that night and kill everyone. They would pile
wood over the buildings, killing and burning the Walker family. Walker
asked, “What would we be doing all this time? We will have no lights inside the building; they will be out in the open in plain sight with no cover.
One man in this rock building should be equal to twenty-five or thirty of
those attacking from the outside.”
The old fellow was still earnestly concerned. His son, Frank, a medicine man, came into the building to perform the divining rite for the benefit of the trader, and each time he got the same answer as his father. The
old fellow was more convinced than ever and stressed what he called “the
truth of it.” The two Navajos insisted the Walker family leave the store
and hide in the holes in the red rocks adjacent to the post. The trader
declined, saying that the rock buildings were the best place to make a
stand. The old man replied that there would be so many raiders that they
would break down the doors and burst open the windows, then easily
shoot those inside and out.
“We will be okay here,” Mr. Walker said. “Besides, I do not think the
renegades will show up.” The old man remarked that if Walker would not
leave, the Navajos would place their women and children in his care and
all the men would spread out and provide a guard through the hours of
darkness.
The night was misty and disagreeable. Next morning, Frank, the fortune teller, came in bragging about what a sharp watch he had kept. He
demonstrated how he had done this and that and what he would have
done had the renegades arrived. Walker told him that he was just like
a prairie dog—he barked at passersby, but if anyone made a movement
toward him he would dart down his hole.
“No, no,” said Frank, as he pantomimed his words and showed his hat
with dirt and moisture on it. “Sure,” said Walker, “You may have heard
something and dropped down behind the pile of sand in front of the hole
and got your hat dirty.” The Indians all laughed but were still worried.
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They had learned that the troops had arrived, but they knew nothing
of what was happening. Walker tried to reassure them, stating he was
certain the matter would be brought to a conclusion without trouble or
bloodshed. He tried to impress them that there was no need to worry.
John Dayish went to Sanostee that night to determine the current
situation. Next day he returned with news that Joe Tanner had served as
a peacemaker, the gang had given up without a fight, and there was no attempted getaway. Peace came again to beautiful Red Rock country.
Frank Noel told of his experiences at Sanostee on the other side of
Beautiful Mountain during those anxious days. He listed as the chief reasons for the revolt the government’s desire to change old Navajo marriage
customs, mistakes by the agency through the native police in seizing the
women instead of the men, and the very bad error of using force without
the cooperation of the Navajo Nation. Reasons for the easy settlement
of the difficulty were that there was no fighting, the common sense and
skill of General Scott when working with Indians, the influence of Chee
Dodge, and the friendly spirit that existed between the Navajos, white
traders, and government employees.
Noel believed that the Shiprock Agency had been badly advised by
some men who were supposed to know the Navajos. Trying to change
the marriage customs by order instead of cooperation, then calling in
troops to arrest the men who raided the agency just escalated the trouble.
Sometime before the troops arrived, a few men including Chee Dodge, Joe
Tanner, and Frank Noel went to talk to the Bizhóshí clan about the issues.
Noel and Joe Tanner made a second visit to Bizhóshí where Joe gave a
talk. Some of the Indians believed that he had been sent by Superintendent Shelton, but this was not true.
Noel insisted there was never danger of anyone being killed by the Navajos. To illustrate this, he mentioned how later Scott and his son camped
in a tent for three days in the yard of the post, while the Indians stayed
in and around a hogan not more than 400 feet away. Some of the Indians
had come to Noel before Scott even arrived and asked him to remain until
the trouble was over, while several white people advised him to send his
family to the river, which he did not do. Bizhóshí came to the store and
told Noel not to send his wife and family away because a man needed
a wife around and that Little Singer was not angry at him and his family anyways. In my opinion, Noel, with his innate modesty and personal
courage, tried hard to minimize the danger.
General Scott, his son, and driver arrived at the Noel Trading Post
one afternoon, where the General held meetings with the Indians for
three days. The men under General Scott’s command camped at Nelson’s
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General Hugh Scott inscribed
the back of this picture: “To
my friend Mr. F. Noel, New
Mexico, whose coolness amid
universal excitement was a
refreshment with spirit, during the Be-zo-she Navajo war.
H. L. Scott, Brig. Gen. USA,
Fort Bliss, Texas, Decr. 6th,
1913.” Courtesy of Brigham
Young University Special Collections, Provo, Utah. Frank
L. Noel Collection.

store at Captain Tom’s
Wash about twenty miles
south of Sanostee. Chee
Dodge and other influential Navajos came over the
mountain and camped at
the post during the meetings, as did twenty or more
white people who had been
working at the sawmill and
other local places. Among
them were Mrs. [Roswell]
Nelson and family from Nava and the [James] Ayres family from the sawmill. They all stayed for the duration of the conference, playing horseshoes and entertaining themselves as if there were no trouble.
According to Noel, General Scott told the Navajos shortly after he
had arrived that he had come a long way, was tired, and knew they were
too. He wanted a long rest in order to be fresh in the morning. Mrs. Noel
added, “The evening that General Scott and Lieutenant Scott rode into
the yard, there were a lot of Indians in the store, and both whites and
Indians got excited. The General walked in, shook hands with everyone,
then told Frank to feed the Indians. He asked Bizhóshí to come that evening and tell him about Navajos and where they came from.
“After supper they gathered in the front room and began to talk, while
the Indians on the outside were looking through the window or running
around the house. Our sons were quite excited and loaded their guns to
keep watch that night. They made their beds on the floor and slept next
to their weapons, but I don’t believe they moved all night.
“General Scott was a fine man, congenial and pleasant with us all.
He insisted on making his own bed and helping where he could. When he
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Robert Martin, Sr., and his wife, Asenebá, at their home
six miles east of Shiprock. He worked for Shelton as an
interpreter and a general peacemaker. Photo by Richard
P. Evans.

talked to the Indians, he sat in the middle of the bull pen with the Navajos
all around him. The lieutenant and Frank stood behind the counter prepared for any move the Indians might make, but they made none.”
The second day Scott held a meeting at 2:00 p.m. in the store. The
General spoke of the government schools and agencies established for
the benefit of the tribe and of the friendship that existed between the
whites and Navajos. He listed the number of employees necessary to
serve the schools and agencies and how it was expensive but necessary to
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do the work on the reservation. Asking them to think over these things,
he agreed to meet with them the next day and again instructed Noel to
feed those present.
On the third day Scott spoke at length about the power of the government and the large number of soldiers it could put in the field. He
requested that the men he wanted be surrendered.
In a short time they were. Bob Martin and his wife, pioneer residents
in the Shiprock area, were present and said that when the Indians surrendered, General Scott handled them “without gloves.” He said to Old
School Boy, “Why did you do this? Don’t you know that you were liable
to get yourself shot? What fools you are to buck the United States Government.” Old School Boy did not answer and just hung his head. “Come
on man, speak up. You are neither deaf nor dumb,” shouted the General,
but Old School Boy just rested his chin on his chest and began to cry.
The other Navajos felt very humble. Even Bizhóshí and Little Singer wept
when the General lectured them as only an army officer can. They were a
pretty tearful bunch when the General got through with them. The Martins laughed as they recalled the crying renegades.
Scott ordered that six of the original nine spend the next six months
under surveillance in Santa Fe. Noel said that after Little Singer and the
others received their terms of punishment, he gave them hats, silk handkerchiefs, and tobacco to solace them on the trip that lay ahead. Within
three months, however, they returned home, outfitted with new blankets,
suits, shirts, and shoes. Thereafter, they stayed out of trouble for the rest
of their lives. There is no doubt that the vast majority of the Navajos were
relieved when the entire incident was over. They stood to suffer more
than the whites in this affair, and they knew it.
The Beautiful Mountain rebellion and its aftermath had little effect
upon the marriage of Little Singer and his wives. Most of the white traders thought the situation could have been handled differently, and they
all agreed it was too difficult to end a custom that had been practiced for
centuries. Education, not force, was the better remedy.
Little Singer lived a long life with two of his wives dying before him.
He passed peacefully, without bloodshed; and his body with personal possessions—belt, beads, bracelets, and rings—were placed in a rock cranny.
Nature piled other rocks at the foot of a long high mesa, which formed a
part of the Rock Fence surrounding Sanostee Valley. This high mesa created one of the lower ramparts of magnificent Beautiful Mountain. Little
Singer shared the following chant about the sacred mountains and the
land he loved.
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Little Singer’s Chant
There’s a holy place with a god I walk.
To a holy place with a god I walk.
To Sisnaajini [Blanca Peak] with a god I walk.
On a chief of the mountains with a god I walk.
On a chief of the mountains with a god I walk.
In old age, wandering with the god I walk.
On a trail of beauty with a god I walk.
In this holy place with a god I walk.
In a holy place with the god I walk.
On old Tsoodził [Mount Taylor] with a god I walk.
On a chief of the mountains with a god I walk.
In old age, wandering with the god I walk.
On a trail of beauty with the god I walk.
In this holy place with a god I walk.
In the holy place with the god I walk.
On Dook’o’ooslííd [San Francisco Peaks] with a god I walk.
On a chief of the mountains with a god I walk.
In my old age, wandering with a god I walk.
On a trail of beauty with a god I walk.
In a holy place with a god I walk.
In a holy place with a god I walk.
On Dibé Ntsaa [Hesperus Peak, La Plata Mountains] with a god I walk.
On a chief of mountains with a god I walk.
In old age, wandering with a god I walk.
On a trail of beauty I walk.

Prosperity in Reverse
The plight of today’s Navajos dates back to the advent of the New Deal of
the 1930s, when John Collier became Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
He posed as a friend of the American Indian, but long before he left office, his name became a “hiss and a byword,” even a symbol of reproach,
throughout Navajo land.17
Collier was not completely responsible for the troubles the Navajos
faced but was as much a victim of circumstances. The Soil Conservation
Service was even more responsible. Still, Collier was the target of hatred
and scorn by virtue of the position he held. Navajos later claimed that he
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Navajo Tribal Council, Window Rock, Arizona. In front are President Jacob C.
Morgan (left), Commissioner of Indian Affairs John Collier (Morgan’s left), and E.
R. Fryer, Shiprock Agency superintendent (second from right). Collier, remembered by the Navajos for his livestock reduction policy, became a controversial
figure on the reservation. Photograph by Milton Snow, courtesy of the Navajo Nation Museum, Window Rock, Arizona (NO11-275).

was afraid to come on the reservation and that the only time he did was
when he flew in to a Navajo fair at Window Rock, where he was under
constant observation before departing in a few hours. I believe that this
was the only time he came in personal contact with the Navajo people.
People accused Collier of having sold out to the Soil Conservation officials, who were behind the reduction of Navajo livestock. Not long after
Collier took office, he invited all of the traders and government stockmen
on the reservation to meet at the Harvey House in Winslow, Arizona, to
talk over matters regarding livestock and the Navajos. Here, the traders
learned that a general reduction of sheep and horses on reservation lands
was necessary because of soil erosion.
The government explained that the annual runoff of eroded soil was
finding its way to Lake Meade and the Hoover Dam, which were rapidly
filling with silt. The range was becoming depleted by overstocking and
drought conditions. The speakers, however, did not explain why there
was such a terrific runoff if there was so little moisture.
Officials promised the traders that if they would use their influence in
persuading the Navajos to accept a certain percentage of animal reduction,
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the government would spend two or three million dollars on the reservation. The men discussed the pros and cons of the matter, and since the
percentage of the proposed reduction did not seem excessive, the traders
agreed to help. Many of them also decided that the promised expenditures would more than offset the proposed stock reduction. So the traders returned home and went to work on the Navajos, who agreed to the
program, which called for a moderate reduction.
Commissioner Collier started spending two or three million dollars,
with one report claiming he eventually provided closer to five million
dollars. The Navajos got rid of the sheep and other stock they were asked
to give up, but there was no evidence of either individual or collective
recompense for these losses. Instead, the money went to building the
Navajo Capital at Window Rock, Arizona, a collection of low, rough-hewn
red sandstone buildings, with dirt roofs, scattered among the cedars and
over the hills, near the rock formation that gave the capital its name.18
The construction must have cost a pretty penny. This was done notwithstanding that nearby Fort Defiance was a long-established site, the use of
which would have saved millions of dollars.
Window Rock was a pleasing place in some respects. The brilliant red
cliffs rising amid the green cedars and pinyons may have had something
to do with its selection, but the cheap, unpolished buildings, scattered
here, there, and everywhere gave scant proof of the wealth of a prosperous nation. The Navajos were not pleased with this turn of events. They
had given up a part of their living which had contributed to their welfare,
and they obviously could not eat or wear those scrawny looking buildings. Many of the Navajos lived too far away and so felt that they had been
gypped. The traders agreed, believing the millions of dollars should have
been spent on the development of much-needed water sources.
The government established a central agency in Window Rock, where
the Navajos could tell their troubles. Prior to this, there had been long-established agencies in different sections of the reservation. These provided
easy access for most of the people, although there were a few living in
remote places. These agencies handled questions and problems in their
jurisdiction. Once the government completed construction at Window
Rock, the other agencies were abolished, and all business, except that of
minor importance, was transacted at the capital.
The bulk of the Navajos objected to traveling long distances to this
agency and could get nothing done when they went there. They complained
about “buck-passing” and that by the time they ran out of “buck-passers,”
they were outside and on their way home without having accomplished
anything. One of the biggest gripes was the absence of any local authority.
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The only thing the district supervisors, who succeeded the agents who had
authority, could do is enforce the edicts of those above them.
There are some fine men among these supervisors, but their hands
are tied with “red tape” and their jobs are thankless. The Indians demanded the restoration of the agencies, but having no substantial voting
powers, they are at the mercy of the statesmen in Washington. A system,
once abolished, is hard to restore. “That devilish Washington” is a phrase
often repeated by the angry Navajos, who have a just cause when their
grievances are fully understood.
Stock reduction did not bring the promised or expected results. The
tribesmen were just minus the animals taken off the ranges. They received
low prices then being paid for their sheep and goats, which did not offset
the loss of the increase. Worst of all was that the first reduction was but
an opening wedge for future efforts. Later reductions continued. The Soil
Conservationists urged Indian Department officials to remove more and
more livestock, talking as if the reservation was going to wash into Lake
Meade and Hoover Dam if the majority of the sheep were not removed.
The Navajos protested sometimes with a display of firearms and
shooting. The stockmen followed their directives but sympathized with
the Indians. Still, orders were orders. During one frantic move, goats were
practically confiscated, the owners being allowed only a ridiculously small
number. The government shipped the animals away, had them butchered
and processed, then sent back to the Navajos as canned goat. What a
waste this dole was when freighting is considered—and the fact that the
people used practically everything but the goat’s bleat.
Workers also made periodic roundups of ponies that were turned into
dog food and plant fertilizer. These, too, brought ridiculously low prices,
some as low as 50 cents per head. This happened in spite of the fact that
Navajos are fond of horseflesh and commonly killed and ate their horses.
At this point, the horses were taking the place of the sheep and goat meat
that had already been removed in previous stock reductions.
By the time Collier and the Soil Conservation Service had finished
their “program,” the Navajos were in desperate straits and the land in
shambles. In a few short years the New Deal had shattered and destroyed
what had taken the Indians and the traders three or four decades to build.
Years of effort to bring the tribe from abject poverty to affluence had gone
for naught. Poverty and want again stalked the Navajo nation. It seemed
as if those in power had lost sight of the human element and worried only
about a few occasional trickles of water mixed with a little sediment into
the “silvery” Colorado River. Pitifully small herds have taken the place of
larger, more prosperous ones.
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Today, one sees out on the hills only a little flock watched by a boy
or girl, causing the passerby to wonder how even a small family can exist upon such a tiny income. Meanwhile, the land is bereft of its animal
wealth. The baas of the sheep, the bleats of the goats, the moos of the
cattle, and the whinnies of the horses are seldom heard in the recesses of
the huge reservation. The people dream of the days when many domestic
animals grazed on their lands.

Oil and Gas on Navajo Land
I clearly remember when the first plane arrived at Shiprock in a field
east of the agency. Navajos, young and old, took it in stride, expressing
no terms of wonderment or fear but just a reality. Even when Curley
Jim, Chief of Navajo Police, went for a ride, he landed with no words of
excitement. He remarked that when the plane crossed above the top of
Shiprock, he tried to locate the old nest of the winged monsters that lived
on the rock long ago.19 He said there must be large quantities of turquoise
from the necklaces of the Hopis and Zunis who were victims of these terrible creatures in the past. He was greatly amused when he leaned over
the side of the plane, spit, but it all flew back in his face. Other than these
remarks, he had very little to say.
With that same attitude, the Navajos accepted the initial discovery
of oil on the northern part of the reservation.20 However, with the possibilities of wealth for the tribe, discussions and disputes arose as to the
distribution of this potentially easy money. The Tribal Council, organized
to conduct negotiations on behalf of their people’s interests, was soon at
loggerheads between the San Juan delegates and the Fort Defiance representatives under the leadership of Chee Dodge. The San Juan Navajos
thought the Fort Defiance group assumed too much authority in regulating tribal matters. Since the oil was located in the northern part of the
reservation, the Navajos from there argued that the region should have
priority in any discussion of leases and the spending of the money.
In the end, good sense prevailed. The Tribal Council became more
cohesive as time went on and agreed with government officials that all
funds received from the sale of leases and royalties should be placed in
the tribal coffers for the benefit of all. Per capita payments to the 50,000
members of the tribe would allow for little improvement. The tribal fund
has since helped accomplish much good.21 It has developed latent springs
of water, and windmills have appeared on the horizon in many sections.
These developed springs and wells have been a blessing all around.
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The scramble for leases by white entrepreneurs provided a flurry of
activity. Representatives of all the important oil companies, as well as a
few wildcatters, joined in. Some of the companies hired people well acquainted with the Navajos to serve as advance agents to quietly spread
the word of the great benefits they would procure from the development
of oil on reservation lands. In the past the tribe had vehemently opposed
any sort of prospecting in its territory, and a few miners had lost their
lives for doing it in the early days. But this quiet propaganda did its work
well in the oil era.
During the claims process, when a number of leases were granted,
there were some big surprises. One lease, which went a-begging for a paltry $1,000 dollars, became the bonanza of the era: the great Rattlesnake
Lease. Oil representatives gave no glowing reports of this dome, interest
in it reached a low ebb, and the lease appeared to be the poorest prospect
of all in the area. However, the Rattlesnake Lease became the sensation of
the entire field, with its production running into the millions of barrels of
oil. Some of the other leases for which much greater sums had been paid
turned out to be duds but did develop flows of excellent water for families
in those areas.
Before oil was discovered, many white men involved with the tribe
felt that Uncle Sam had treated the Navajos badly by shoving them into
the confines of this reservation then practically deserting them to shift
for themselves. Visitors looked over the arid hills and flat, waterless expanse and shook their heads with remarks like “What a worthless stretch
of country; what a shame to relegate human beings to such a life.” The
government had again given the Indians the “short end of the stick.” Development has since brought an end to that point of view.
I recall some early impressions about this land that I had in December 1898. As I accompanied the two teams and wagons headed for
Sanostee, Wilkins, Dustin, and I crossed the San Juan River at Fruitland,
topped the hills, turned northwest, and followed the horse trail to a gap in
the Hogback south of the San Juan River. The group next crossed Chaco
Wash where it passed through the gap, then left the wash and proceeded
to the southwest. Late that evening we reached Barber Spring, where we
camped for the night.
We have since named this expedition the Wilkins, Dustin, and Evans safari as we hunted for a location to establish a trading post. What a
country we crossed that day. There were no roads because the Navajos
had few, if any, wagons at that time. We discussed their plight and how
Washington had placed them on a large slice of country that was a useless
piece of the earth! This region appeared to be good for only the rabbit
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drives by mounted, whooping braves, who formed a ring and drove their
prey to a designated center. There the rabbits were crowded into a focal
point and beaten with clubs. Otherwise, there was nary a dream of future
natural wealth unless for scanty grazing of scattered herds of sheep, goats,
and horses.
Our safari had unwittingly passed over the Hogback oil dome, later
known as the Midwest, and afterwards traversed the Table Mesa dome,
over which pounding hoofs and whooping Indians had passed on their
hunts. This became the famous Rattlesnake Dome, or lease. The old
road, first located by Olin C. Walker, which we traveled from Shiprock
to Red Rock, crossed the now equally famous helium-gas lease. But as
wayfarers going hither and back, we knew nothing of the oil which lay
pent up in the strata beneath our feet. Likewise, we had no knowledge
about the vast coal beds that lay nearby. The Great White Father had
not done so badly by his Navajo wards after all, even if it had been unwittingly.
As a matter of incidence, much money has been uselessly spent, so
far as Indian needs are concerned. The Navajo Bridge across the Colorado
River below Lee’s Ferry and the subsequent establishment of a feeder
highway are the two most prominent examples. There has been, however,
much good accomplished by the money derived from oil activities.

A Christmas Eve in Navajo Land
The stars shone brightly that night of December 24, 1942, on the western
slope of the Chuska Mountains. This range runs 100 miles north, serving
as the boundary between the northern Navajo Reservation and the rest
of their territory. From Cottonwood Pass through the canyon toward the
trading post at Crystal, the trees on each side of the path were visible in
the brilliant starlight. Groves of aspen stood white and stark amid the
spruce and pine, resembling ghosts of departed trees, while shedding an
eerie beauty. Patches of snow from an earlier storm gleamed in the open
spaces, adding pale colors to the images. The quiet along the lonely road
in the winding valley was not broken by even a gentle breeze to rustle the
evergreens.
But at the Crystal Trading Post, eighteen or twenty miles below the
pass, these beauties of nature were lost in the excitement of a Christmas
gathering of local Navajos. Plans for it had started the previous fall, when
ladies of the Relief Society of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints heard of the Navajos’ acute needs. The women sent out a call for
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Navajos gathered for a ceremony in the Lukachukai Mountains. This
alpine setting with people wrapped in blankets hints of the atmosphere during the Christmas celebration in the Chuska Mountains
around this same period of time. Photo by David J. Evans.

unused clothing to assist the people feeling the effects of badly conceived
government livestock reduction programs and the events of World War II.
The Navajos were now in a pitiful economic state.
Late in the fall, a truck loaded with extra-large pasteboard boxes arrived at the Shiprock Trading Company, where it was unloaded. A letter
preceded the clothes, directing that they be divided and delivered at posts
on the reservation and distributed to needy Navajos. I conducted an inventory in order to make an equitable distribution and found everything
from hosiery to shoes—most of them resoled and in fine condition—to
men’s, youth, and boy’s clothing, women’s skirts, waist dresses, coats, all
used but in excellent condition.
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Howela and Ruth Polacca,
friends of Evans, were instrumental in helping Mormon
missionaries reach the Navajo
people.

Jim Collyer, trader at
Crystal, reported that some
members planned a Christmas-tree service for and by
the Indians and that this
would be a splendid time
for distribution at his post.
On the morning of the
twenty-fourth, my son
Ralph and I started for
Crystal with the back part of the “chuggie” (automobile) crammed with
clothes and some Christmas candy and nuts we had added.
We cleared Cottonwood in good time and reveled in the beauty of the
aspens, spruce, and pines, as well as the bright red leaves of the frost-bitten oaks. Arriving at Crystal, we found preparations underway. The dozen
Indian leaders and Jim had worked hard. Ruth Polacca, Ruth Moore, Mrs.
Nez, Rose Roanhorse, and Josephine Salow [Siláo(policeman)] Nez were
members of the local Relief Society who took charge of the distribution.
A small building, which had formerly been a schoolhouse when the
post was a dude ranch, rested on the hillside above. This became the
gathering place with its old school benches, spare chairs, and wooden
boxes for the anticipated visitors.
Workers rolled the boxes of clothing into the room, where it was
warm and comfortable. A barrel-type stove heated the building, while
Guy Moore, the wood chopper, cut a large supply to keep the stove going
for hours. Howela Polacca, a Hopi who had earlier left his home on Walpi
Mesa to cast his lot with the Navajos, brought a beautiful six-foot spruce
cut near his house several miles away. The tree sat at the front of the little
school and was already partly decorated.
In the meantime, Jim had stretched a wire from his generator, powering the Christmas tree lights and the lights for the room. When finished,
the tree was a sight to behold. Some of the ornaments were modern, but
Navajo women and children had made many others. The clothing from
the boxes was flung over the backs of the benches with many exclamations of delight from the people: “Oh my, my, how beautiful!” Most of the
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women could speak English, some of them fairly well, but it was natural
for them to turn to their own language.
There were two or three ladies’ fur coats, which had been worn a little
but were still good looking. The amazing thing to me was the total lack of
personal selfishness among this body of women. They knew the needs of
their neighbors in the mountains, went into a huddle, and selected items
for members of the different families. One of the women would say, “Now
this little pair of shoes, this small pair of pants, and this nice warm coat
will just fit little Lee Blackhorse. And this warm coat will be right for Red
Goat’s woman. Her clothes are very thin and ragged and her shawl is almost threadbare.” So they went on, all afternoon, until night set in. They
had lost sight of self and ministered to the needs of those among them in
the true spirit of Christmas. There were a few items after this distribution
for others that the women divided. But even then, there was no scramble
for this and that, just an equitable division.
The spirit of Christmas had only begun. As the early evening moved
toward the appointed hour to observe Christmas Eve, people from the
surrounding hills and canyons came trooping into the little hall. As each
person entered he or she dropped a parcel at the base of the tree. Howela
Polacca had sent word earlier: “Let’s all come to the Christmas Eve gathering and show our appreciation to the Relief Society for its welcomed
gifts of clothing. But let us also make it a real Christmas of our own. Make
presents for each other.”
By the time the meeting started, a large number of packages were
piled beneath the tree, and the little schoolhouse was filled to overflowing
with not even standing room. Silence came when I called, through Howela, who interpreted, the assembly to order. I expressed pleasure at the
number there and the good spirit which prevailed. Rhoda Lewis opened
with “Silent Night, Holy Night,” with the women of the Relief Society
and some of the boys who had attended school joining in. Perhaps I have
heard this beautiful song produced more musically, perhaps more classically, during previous Christmas festivities, but owing to the people,
the spirit present, and the beautiful surroundings, it had never sounded
better.

